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CHAPTER .. I 
THE PURPOSE, METHODS, AND SCOPE OF THIS STUDY 
1. PUrpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to determine what kinds of 
educational philosophy underlie and are fundamental to, either 
expressly or by implication, the teaching of contemporary 
affairs in the secondary schools. The writer believes that 
every teacher must have some kind of a philosophy of education 
if he is to teach effectively and with clear objectives.. Con-
temporary affairs, as a relatively recent addition to the socia 
studies field, offer an excellent opportunity to analyze what 
educational philosophies are implied in its teaching or lack of 
II 
I 
teaching. Before proceeding, it is necessary to delineate the 1 
scope of this paper as well as to define the major terms that I 
will be used. 
I Current events.,..- The terms "current events", "current 1 
affairs", and "contemporary affai;;.s" are frequently used inter- I[ 
I 
changeably; distinctions between them are not generally found 1 
I 
I 
in the literature. Definitions of individual terms have not 
1 
been universal. Wesley says, "The term 'current events' is 
used to designate contemporary developaents in politics, liter-
~ ature, science, and all other fields of human interest." 
1. Edgar B. Wesley, Teaching the Social Studies,, D. C. Heath & 
~'·, Boston, 1942, Second edition, p. 428. 
According to Jobnson,'"A current event is •••• an event of re- I 
cent ocourence ••••• The line between what we call current ! 
! 
events and what we call history is crossed where our own direct j 
observation of events ceases." The term "current events• has ! 
3 
been used by Kimball in several senses, t~ mean subject matter, 
classroom method, and organiza•ion of a course.. I 
I 1) Teachers may allude to news items, radio and television 1 
programs, and news reels which are somewhat connected to the II 
subject matter of the day's lesson., 
2) Studenta may bring to class contemporary materials,, I 
such as news clippings, reports on news items,. and radio pro-
grams which may be connected with the regular subject matter. 
3) Class projects may be carried out to supplement the 
textbook concerning more recent phases of the subject or mar 
serve as a motivation for a consideration of a topic histori-
callY:'•. 
4) A current events period may be set aside where reports 
are given to the class. The items may bear little or no rela-
tionship to the subject matter studied or may be items of a 
trivial or transitory nature •. 
5) The current events period may be devoted to the con-
sideration of one topic for which the entire group bas prepared1 
2. Henry Johnson, Teachi~ of History in Elementary and Secon-
darr Schools,, Macmillan o., New York, 1940, PP• 323-324. 
3· Reginald Kimball, "Researches in the Teaching of Contempora 
Affairs and the Identification of Needed Research", National 
Council for the Social Studies, Twenty-first Yearbook, The 
Teaching of Contemporary Affairs, 1950, pp. 201-202. 
I 
2 
This topic may or may not have relation to the material studied 
during the remainder of the week •. 
6) The entire student body or selected groups may use 
radio programs, news reels, special programs, or outside 
speakers as current events work. Preparation and follow-up· 
by the class-room teacher may or may not be encouraged. 
7) There may be a semester or a full-year course, meeting 
four or five periods a week that is devoted to the study or 
current .events. In any or all or the preceding,, the manner of 
treatment may vary from an incidental presentation of current 
events to a thorough development including study of background 
materials. 
8) Proposals have been made tor a systematic study of 
current events, on a five-times-a week basis, throughout secon-
dary school,. 
Current events teaching then, can run the gamut or inciden 
tal treatment to a systematic study of current events. In dis-
3 
cussing various interpretations of current events, Wesley says, 
"There is no consensus as to whether 'current events' are a 
subJect, a resource, a method, .. a motivation, a problem or a I 
standard.• A subject would encompass nev developments concer- J 
ning supplementary subject matter.. As a resource, current j 
events would be used as a reservoir of illustrations to clarity! 
I and exemplify material in the textbook. Current events may be 
I 
4. Edgar B. Wesley and Mary A •. Adams, Teaching Social Studies 
in Elementary School, D. c. Heath & Co., Boston, 1946, P• 313. 
=======9F=====================================~-=-=-==-=-=-==-==--==========~======= 
a method, a means of approaching the more difficult materials 
in the course ?f study. Current events may be considered aa a I 
series of problems -- a challenge that is involved and complex. 
Regarded as a standard of achievement, current events constitut~ 
5 
the ultimate measure of understanding for the student. Wesley 
concludes, "Perhaps the conclusion is that current e~ents shoulc 
not be regarded as any one of these ··~·but as partaking of 
all of them. The resulting blend will be determined by the 
teacher rather than by the nature of current events themselves. 
Wesley considers current events (or contemporary affairs 
as he later calls them) more than ephemeral and trivial news. 
He says, "It is therefore well for the teacher to insist that 
ideas, controversies, debates, movements, and trends are cur-
rent events, thus giving the word 'event' a leas specific but 
6 
more significant meaning." 
Contemporary affairs.~- The terms contemporary affairs 
and current affairs not only have been used interchangeably, 
7 
but also have been defined similarly, and will be used in 
such a manner in this paper. The study of current affairs 
should center on basic processes, persistent problems and 
issues of outstanding contemporary importance. Transient and 
8 
ephemeral items must be eliminated. The term current affairs 
5• Ibid., P• 315. 
6. Ibid., p •. 309. 
7. Delbert Clark (editor), Current Affairs and Modern Education 
A Suryer of the Nation's Schoolt, New York Times Co.,, New York, 
1950. . 
Merill Fj. Hartshorn, "Teaching Contemporary Affairs", 
Education, (October 1950), 14:245-246. Social I l 
II 
II 
8 •. Hartshorn, op. cit.,, p. 245· 
4. 
......... 
" ••••. denotes those problems, issues, and situations that are !, 
actually significant to society as a whole •. "
9 
Currency or j/ 
recenc,., persistencv, extent and intensitv of social attention, il 
" ., ., \I 
social nature, and national scope are the criteria for selec- I' 
ting current affairs as a basis tor a i social studies curriculum! 
10 
used by Me Lendon. The criteria of currency and persistency 
limit current affairs to "••••· those matters ot social concern / 
I 
which last longer than momentary occurrences but briefer than J 
ll I 
long-::::e::::::;t::•current affairs then, must be 4•stinguishe1il 
from current events which conaete the teaching or the ne•s in 
i-
an incidental fashion or in a spacial "current events period. • ~~~ 
Contemporary affairs teaching is "The rarer practice of inte- !i 
\! 
grating current news and background materials into a more or il 
less systematic study of what are taken to be the most pressing 
12 
contemporary problems of the day ••••. • It will be found in 
the following analysis of the methods of teaching contemporary 
I 
affairs that Keo~ne • s definition is rarely fulfilled. Instead,! 
a variety of degress ot teaching current events and contempora 
9 •. Jonathan c. Me Lendon, AuJn'*'fttf for Deriving a Social 
Studies Curriculum from. Current Affairs, .Unpublished PH. D. 
Thesis, University ot Minnesota, 1951, P• 11. 
I 10. Ibid., p. 322 •.. 
11. Ibid., P• 17. 
12. Robert E. Keohane, "A Short History of the Teaching of 
Current Events and Contemporary Affairs in the Social Studies 
1 
It Curricu~um of American Secondary Schools", National Council fori 
1/ the Social Studies, Twenty-first Yearbook, lh• Teaching of I 
Contemporary Affairs, 1950, P• 214. 1 
I 
II 
' 
5 
atfairs concerning content and method will be found. There- 1 
:, 
fore, much of' the material in courses of study and in the li- !I 
terature that is designated as current affairs is acually.t ll 
I 
,I 
current events teaching.. · i! 
The concept that contemporary affairs is a point of view
13 
i/ 
il 
with respect to the ways courses in the social studies should il 
II 
I/ be taught encompasses both subJect matter and method. The :1 
" I II Report on the Teaching of Current Affairs for the World Organ- ! 
14l 
· ization of the Teaching Profession summarizes this viewpoint, ! 
li 
,I 
! 
"This teaching of current affairs is not intended to II 
take the place of courses in history, geography, govern- i 
ment, and social and economic problems. Rather, it is a I 
point of view with respect to the way these courses should 
be taught. Important domestic and international issues 
have their roots deep in the past, and cannot be understo 
or deal~ with effectively by anyone who is mindful only of! 
their contemporary ramifications. Courses in social stu- 1 
dies, therefore, should be taught so as to illuminate the 111 
problems which citizens inevitably must face and so as to 1 
provide them with techniques for thinking effectively abou 
them •. Social studies teaching which fails to help student 
deal effectively with proble~ of their day, or errs in ! 
the opposite direction, by neglecting the backgrounds of 11 
contemporary problems, is equally futile." :I 
ll ,, 
I' Social studies.-- Secondary school teachers in all fields [1 
i/ 
1
1 
have a responsibility for stressing contemporary problems and . ! 
I developments. However, the brunt or the task falls upon the !i 
I
I social studies teacher because by their nature, the social I' 
15 
j studies deal with social problems. As defined by Wesley,, I 
13. Hartshorn, op. cit., p. 246. 
14. Repor;t. on the Teaching of Current Affairs,. Pf\epared by a 
Committee of the National Council for the Social Studies at the 
request of The World Organization of' the Teaching Profession, 
1948, p. 5· 
15. Edgar B. Wesley, Teaching Social Studies in High Schools, 
D. C. Heath & Co.,, Boston, 1950, Third edition, p •. 29. 
I 
I 
} 
The field of the social studies deals with human relationships 
!,I primarily with groups, institutions, societies, and states." !/ 
Included in the field of social studies are the subJects his- l1 
f" tory, government or civics, economics, sociology,, and geography~~ 
Social studies are materials for instruction. They are thus 
differentiated from the social sciences which are scholarly 
materials, the results of research and investigation, written 
16 
primarily for adults and not prepared for instruction. 
: 
' 
'I 
I 
I 
Secondary schools.-- In this study the high school grades I 
nine through twelve will be designated as the secondary school. j 
I 
I 
The devision of Junior high school, grades seven through nine, 
is not universal practice, some sections considering the se-
The I 
designation depends upon the split in school organization. The J 
venth and eighth grades as part of the elementary school. 
split 8-4 means that the elementary grades are one through I 
eight and four years of high school,. while the 6-3-3 split in- ,
11 eludes grades one through six as elementary, allowing three 
' 
years each for Junior and senior high school. 
Educational philosophY.-- Educational philosophy is that 
part of a formalized system ot philosophy that can be applied 
to education. It includes beliefs about reality, knowledge, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
! 
'I I values, learning, and relation to the culture. The following 
the phrase questions should be included within the scope of 
philosophy of education: Wbat is its content and its method of 
solving problems?i what can the teacher accomplish by approach-
16. Ibid., p. 34. 
-·.·~ 
ing problems or his profession philosophicall~ Different 
answers to basic philosophical questions cause differences in 
philosophy which in turn have distinct effects upon education 
in practice •. 
2. Method of the Study 
Educational philosophy.-- !here are various ways of ana-
lyzing philosophies of education... One of the methods deals 
with the categories familiar to philosophers. Those who sub-
scribe to the philosophies of pragmatism, naturalism, idealism, 
and scholasticism have had the most significance for modern 
education. Other formal philosophies have also made contribu-
I 
1·-· i. ~ 
tiona, .but their educational implications have not been so 
18 
sys-/ 
I 
i 
I 
tematically worked out. 
The categories of "progressive education" and "tradi tional'll 
education• are familiar to educaters as well as to the lay 
i' 
I 
I 
! 
public. Although there is overlapping, two mQre or less clear-/ 
ly defined schools of educational philosophy can be ovserved. 
Within these main heads, several or the formal philosophical ~ 
systems can be placed, some adhering to their main categories, il 
while others are more ambiguous. Pragmatism and progressive !I 
education are often used syue.,.wsl;r; progressive education 11 
I• il 
! 
17. JohnS. Bru.bacher, "Comparative Philosophies of Education• I 
Pnilosophies of Education,. Fort)-firat Yearbook, National ,. 
Society for the Study of Education, 1942, P• 293. 
1 18. John s. Brubacber, Modern Philosophies of Education, McGraY\ 
Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, 1939, P• 325·· :1 
- I 
w~ld probably cease to be a distinctive educational movement 
19 
without the support of pragmatism. Naturalism points in the 
direction of progressive education, but idealism 1s more ambi-
guous. I'dealism aDd realism are placed under essentialism; 
schibat1c1sm and Ar1st:otel1an1sm contribute to perennialism •. 
Anoi).ler method of analyzins educational philosophy ia the .-----· 
division of reactionary,, conseryative, liberal, and radical •. 
This classification places perennialism as reactionary, essen-
tialism as conservative, progressivism as liberal, and recon-
20 
structionism as radical.. In many areas there is overlapping 
between two or more of these viewpoints •. 
This study will deal with educational philosophy in the 
latt·er manner, including concepts of the formal philosophical 
I 
systems wherever they apply. Scholasticism will not be in- il 
eluded, as this philosophy operates primarily in Catholic paro- il 
chial schools and this study will deal only with public schools~ 
As the philosophies of education will be discussed in relation 
to the teach1ng of contemporary affairs, this study will not 
I 
I 
i 
II 
II 
attempt to deal with philosophy exbausti vely, but rather will il 
il 
present a sampling of concepts in the various areas that apply •. \I 
Perennialism seeks to restore the spirit that governed !/ 
education during the Middle Ages •. It is not so much interested! 
in emphasizing the social heritage as eternal principles of 
·19. ll21l· 
20. Theodore Brameld, Patterns of Educational Philosophy, 
World Book Co., New York, 1950, p. 79. 
truth,. goodness, and beauty that are everlasting and therefore 
21 
perennial. As a system of' education, it is dedicated to the 
search for "first principles" that can be recognized by those 
with sufficient intelligence as self-evident for what they are. il· 
Setting up absolute and fixed standards, perennialism is reac- il 
II 
tionary as it deals with contemporary issues by using solutions il 
II similar to those of' past cultures or by "escaping into the in- !I 
.22 
tellectual realm of' timeless perfection •. " 
Essentialism follows the traditional curriculum where the 
!)·teacher is the mediator between knowledge and the mind of' the 
IJ student. Schools must be grounded upon "essentials" or the 
II tried and tested heritage of' skills,. facts, and law~ of' know-
1 23 
ji II 
il 
II 
i 
ledge that have come down through modern civilization. Essen-1 
I 
tialism conceives of' learning as primarily a process of' absorb- il 
\ 
tion, developing minds that are largely quiescent and passively I 
24 i 
I accept the inherited patterns of' our culture. Essentialism I 
Jis conservative as it solves problems by developing behavior in i 
I . 25 
conserring rather than in changing the status quo •. 
I Progressivism bas as its primary purpese of' education the 
i i stimulating of' independent effective thinking.. Analysis, cri-
1 ticism, selection of alternatives and solutions are reached by 
I 
\ experimental methods that have their basis in experience. 
I 
~2!!!'"'1-. -::I~b~i~d-. -, -p-.---=-81. 
22. Ibid., p. 82. 
23. Ibid., p. 80. 
124. ~ •• p. 83. 
25. Ibid., p. 82. 
Schools are the media through which the child learns to live 
26 
intelligently- or critically- and responsibly. 
i 
Progressivism ;i 
;i 
I 
is liberal as it develops minds and habits :~ be used for pro- :.'1 
gressive, gradual, and evolutieuey change •. 
', i 
I 
Reconstructionism, as a phi~bsophy' of relatively- recent 11 
I 
or1g1n, presents many concepts that are still to be formulated·- II 
i · It agrees vi th perennialism tbat there is a desperate need for 1 
'I ' 
/j clarity- and direction in our confused culture. However, its : 
I solutions are very different. Beconstructioniam draws heav1l;r !I 
il upon progressivism for m&py.' concpets and methods but criticizes ij 
i/ progressivism in not going far enough.. Reconstructionism is !1 
/If il l radical b•aause it seeks to change the status quo, not only in :1 
!I I 
i' education but in all of society as well. Therefore, unlike the i 
i 
other philosophies, reconstructionism is vitally- concerned with i 
the establishment of a ne• social order and its educational :1 
q 
ji 
' 
ideas supplement this larger concept •. II 
!,, 
1 Contemporary affairs.-- The study of contemp-orary aff'aira 
!I teaching will be made by surveying curriculum guides, courses 
jl 
i of study, educational literature, and the only two extensive 
I a11M'ey-a describ1.ng classroom practices •. 
28 
This study can be !i 
II :.1 II 
1,:
1 
conclusive o:nJ.v so f'ar as the evidence presen~ed here permits.. :1 
li o1 il 
jl Actually, all· teaching •f contemporary aff'airs as well as the i/ 
i 26. rus., p. a1. i) 
11 27. Ibid., P• 82. ![
1
./
1 
i 28. Clark, op. cit. 
j Lucien Kinne)'!. and Katharine Dresden, B'.etter Learning 
.
1 
Thrgugh Current Materials, Stanford University,Press, Stanford, il 
,
1 
1949. !I 
II 
$1 
philosopbT underlying the methods, depends on the thousands of 
individual teachers across the country. It is impossible to 
observe and interview each teacher in order to discover what 
actually occurs in practice. Therefore, until a more acientiti~ 
i 
study is made, the following surY'ey of' methods and Ul'.lderlying 
! 
educational philosophies can ~ be projective !I and not con- il 
I 
I !1.'11 
elusive •. 
I 3. Are&s f'or Further Stuci;r II 
. s:t 
I As previously menti9ned, there is need for a, thoroughly ! 
i' scientific study of the teachins of contemporary atfairs thr~ 
1
1 
out the United States.. Not oal~ auat individual teachers be - Jl 
'ii 
II 
1:,,/ 
taken into consideration,, bwt. also factors such as community 
I 
j pressures, academic freedom, auperd.sors and administrators,: fl 
I resources of' schools (including phJsical plant and materi&ls : 
I available), the. slow student, aiJd social preaaurea on the atu- !1 
1 dent such as the need for workins after achooJ_. These factors ij' 
I must be &Daly-zed and given weight as to their respective intlu- j\ 
ence on the teaching of' contemporary affairs if' conclusion& are !I 
to be complete. 
',i 
II 
[I 
I 
I 
I 
CHAPTER II 
A SURVEY OF MAJOR EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHIES 
1. Heed and Function: ot Educational PMlosophy' 
!I 
i 
i/ 
rl 
il 
II 
I· 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
In order to have intelligent direction in teaching,_ it is \ 
I 
necessary to have a thoughtful orientation toward life and 
toward education.. !he teacher must decide what is his own 
philosophy, thus bringing order, clarity, and integration to 
his thinking which enables him to teach effectively.. Not only 
does educational philosophy and a more generalized philosophy' :· 
ot Which it is a part, give direction to teaching, but it also I 
serves as a basis to critically examine the assumptions upon 
which eclucational practice is ccmducted.- Every teacher bas a 
philosophy whether it be unconscious or definitely formulated •. 
The problem then is not between an orientating outlook or no 
outlook, but between a critical outlook toward education ar 
1 
one deve1oped in a haphazard ma:aner. Benjamin expresses this 
idea, 
"No man can hope to achieve a high quality of 
practical success unless he bases his activity on a 
firm foundation of sound theory,, and no theory is worth 
formulation unless it includes available suggestions ot 
everyday practice •. The great practitioner is always a 
theorist, and the great theorist is always a practical 
man.• 
In comparing educational philosophies one considers basic 
1. Harold Benjamin (Introduction), Jo~ S. Brubacher, Modern 
II 
il 
il ii 
!I 
:I I, 
II 
1 Philosophies of Education,: Me Graw Hill Book Co., Inc., New Yor , 
1939, p. xiii. 
aims, the curriculum, and methods used. However, these ques-
tions cannot be answered and tully understood until more basic 
questions have been raised. These underlying ideas include --
' I 
what, is the good, the true and the real?; what is thought about: 1 -------
1 human nature?; what theories or knowledge are involved?; how 1 
doea the philosophy relate to the social context?• The writer li 
2 
I
' auees vi th Brubacher, who· says that. : ••••. no sa:tia1!actory 
answer can be found to p~ctical queat~ons about the methad, 
curriculum, or aims or the school til~adequate answers are 
obtained to such underlying questions.~ 
Because answers to these basic questions ditter, there is 
diversity or practice in the superstructure or aim, content,_ 
and method in education.. Ditterent premises must necessarily 
lea& to ditterent conclusions. 
areas such as reality, values, 
Piilosophies treat the various II 
and knowledge in dittering degree~ 
ll 
II 
some emphasizing certain aspects while others may merge two 
fields such as reality and knowledge •. In dealing with the 
educational philosophies ot perennialism, essentialism, pro-
1 gressivism, and reconstructionism,, the areas or reality, know-
ledge, values, educational practice, and relationship to society! 
I 
will be considered and will accordingly vary in content tollow- /
1
:
1 !ling the emphasis given in each particular philosophy.. Each or 
these categories represents a consena'la although there are \I 
I ditterent. viewpoint.& and even oont.roversiea in some, aa severallj 
2. U.JIIl. .. 8.-plD1lJt&oher, "Comparative Philosophies ot Education", 
Pfi11osophiea ot Bducatioa, F~rtr-tirst Y6arbook, Nationa~ 
Society tor the Study ot Education, 1942, P• 291. 
formal philosophies may contribute to each group. 
1. Perennialism 
Conception of education.-- Perennialism embodies the 
philosophies of Scholasticism and Aristotelianism or Intellec-
tualism. Scholasticism involves a religious emphasis while 
jAristotelianism does not have as much of a religious viewpoint. 
I The latter secular philosophy will be dealt with in this paper. 
Perennialism draws heavily upon past ages for its ideas concer-
ning knowledge, reality, and values.. When viewed in reference 
to our present crisis-culture, perennialism is considered reac-
tionary because it leans so ~eavily on the past, ancient and I 
ll~edieval, for its solutions •. In fact, perennialists would deny' 1 ~he importance of ephemeral cultural references as its philoso-
1 
~hical principles are timeless, transcending all cultures and 
~ges. 
Perennialism stresses the training of the intellect as the 
~oat important aim in education, and this can be accomplished 
~hrough a liberal education, "•••• an education in the liberal 
. 4 5 
~rts and the cultural heritage of the Western world •. " Adler 
~xpresses perennialist beliefs in the timelessness of first 
principles and the importance of developing man's intellect so 
~· Theodore Brameld, Patterns of Educational Philosophy, World 
3ook Co., New York, 1950, p. 290 •. 
~· Robert M. Hutchins, "Education for Freedom", Harpers, 
October 1941), 40:524 •. 
5• Mortimer J •. Adler, "The Crisis in Contemporary Education", .. 
~ocial Frontier, (February 1939), 42!143. 
I 
j
1 
tbat he can comprehend them •. 
II 
!I 
:I ;I 
11 
"It aan is a rational animal, constant in nature 
throughout history, then there must be certain constant 
features in every round educational program,, regardless 
of culture or epoch. The basic education of a rational 
animal is the discipline of b1s rational powers and the 
cultivation of his intellect.• 
6 
Hut china also asserts this idea,,"An education tbat consists 
.... 
of the cultivation, of the intellectual virtmea •.• •·• is the 
moat useful education, whether the student is destined for & 
II 
II 
l 
;j 
il 
ij 
II 
lltfe of contemplatioaoor a life of action." 
II 
II 
I 
I_ Realitx •. - Perennialists believe that i'eality 
I 
is uni veraal Jf 
\it is •verywhere the same •. I Individual things are important for ! 
i 
their e.asential nature, not for their multiplicity and variety •. !I 
I' 
Thus, all men have essentttl.l17 the same nature, differing only \1 
in accidental respects such as height and weight or in the de- I 
gree to which they possess characteristic human abilities.. \ 
Reality is teleological or inherently purposeful. All 
beings are destined to attain their potential end by the inevi-
table course of reality.. Reality pivots around the doctrine of I 
hylomorphilllll which meana the development of tbo pptential vi th- !1 
in a thing. Some perennialists are concerned with the ultimate 1 
i ana sup~eme end of reality which is supernatural •. "The peren- 1 
nial pbilosophJ ia primarily concerned with the one, divine 
\Reality substantial to the manifold world ot things and lives II 
II I 
\-Jg-.-RO:!!"""!b!-e-:rt~~M~.-.~H-utchins, The HiAAer Learning in America, Yale 
I Univera1t;r Preas, l!lev Jlaven, 19:56, p •. 6;5 •. 
--- ---------~----------------
II 
i! il 
II 
n 
and minds •. " 
Knowl,edge. -- Perennialists distinguish between knowledge 
and opinion, claiming that judgments can be made only when 
II 
.....j ,, 
I based upon knowledge. They contend that educational philosophy!! 
... 
J is concer~ed with knowledge rather than with opinion. Science il 
11 as knowledge is knowledge of a relatively lower kind, while ~I 
!I 
I 
i 
I 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
.j 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
philosophy as knowledge is knowledge in a real sense as it 
deals wit~ unchanging principles. PhilosopbJ does not exist 
i 
" 
" 
" il i! 
unless it is absolute and universal knowledge. Being absolute, 'il 
philosophy is not relative to contingent circumstances, but it !I 
is universal or concerned with essentials. !I 
: 
i Aristotelians, the secular branch of the perennialists, 
8 
claim theirs to be the only true eiucationar philosophy. 
i 
'rhey,;j 
contend t~t self-evident truths must be a foundation for a 
I 
philosophy of education and that truth is a conform.i ty of 
' 
t.ilD1:18ht· ri~h things as they essentially are.. Perennialist-
knowledge deals mainly wi6h theoretic knowledge, or universals 
and essences rather than continsencies and acc1dentals. In 
9 
discussing the unchanging ca.araeter of knowledge, Adler says, 
"With resp~ct to education, as with respect to every other 
matter which the philosopher considers, there can be only one 
i 
;I 
' 
set of true principles or conclusions." :1 
:I 
il 7 •. Aldous liuxley, The Perewal Philosophy', Harper & Brothers,: !!_I 
New York, 1945, p. viii. 
8. John s. Brubacher, "Comparative Philosophies of Education", il 
Philesophies of Eduea tioa, National Society for the Study of-- il 
Education, Forty-first Yearbook, P•' 300. r 
9. MOrtimer J. Adler, "In Defence of the Philosophy of Educa- i 
tio~•, Forty-first Yearbook, National Society for the Study of 
il Valuea.-- Reason and the development of the intellect are 1 
q 
:r 
II highly valued by perennialiats. Man is characterized by his 
I 
I rational nature, therefore human nature is essentially the ;i 
1 ~~ 
,I same for all men. All have the saae abilities but not in equal :J 
l,ll degree. Individual differences are the chance or accidental il 
jl 
I 
r II 
,I ,, 
II 
I 
: 
factors in the universal pattern of human nature. The educa-
tional significaneeoof this idea is that the aims of education ;I 
should be the same for all men, at all times, and in all places.i/ 
!I The good lies in the direction of the development or a ;j 
!I native power or capacity. For one to develop his native abili- 11 
! ties into their full stature is the good.. Happiness, as the 
I 
il maximum fulfillment of individual capacities in relation to 
i! 
il 
\i 
ii 
II 
I' other individuals, is the good on the practical lev41l/ 
,, 
Educational practice.-- Pirennialists stress the discipli- :1 
!, 
ning o:t' the mind as the foremost purpose o:t' education. ·u t 1 il ~·.Len a !J 
"It l1 says, I,J 
10 
Hutchins discipline for its own sake is revered. 
l 
: education is rightly understood, it will be understood as the 
I II d 
'I 
!1 cultivation of the intellect." Perennialists view education II 
II 
· as preparation for I[ future adult life where a mind trained to ',' 
I 
I 
reason will be indispensible :t'or action. 
habits and studies that will aid in this 
1nvill 
There 1a stress upon ',I 
:I transfer o:t' training.. il 
.I 
li Secondary school.->is concerned with general edu·eation which !I 
enable potentially intelligent people to develop and pre- rj 
pare those who are fit for higher learning. This education 
~~~~~-~ 
1,1, 10. Hutchins, The Higher Learning 1n America, p. 67 •. 
I! 
, 
;I 
il 
ll 
II 
't 
.·~~ 
I 
il 
!I 
i 
I' wc:nd.l.. lte a c:ore f:or &J.l atwlenta. Hu:tcla.iD:.a aa.ys • 
I •mutwleG.ce ia tru.th.. n.e truth is eTe:ry:th.ere the 
I 
aa.zae •.. Renee educ.&.t.ian wau:lcl b:e eTerywhere the aa.me. • ••• 
I aucpat that the heart of any e:eurae of a tudy 4ea icnea 
I 
f:or tu whole peQ]JI.e will. he,., if' ed:ua&tion is richtl;y 
1m8.e :ra to ott • the aame &.t &ItT time, in any place , muier: e.ny 
1 JUt~itio:fU, aocial, or eeoaeld.c conditione .. • 
1l Lihe:r&l ed:uc&tim or ceneral eciua:ation.. eapha.sizea the p enranen:t 
I! 
11 atuciiea -- the liberal. arts ana the t.tul tur&l. tr&.Gti t ions. The 
11Dl1Tersity level is the pla.e.-e f:ar spee:iali$ed edue:&tion, where 
I :r;utTel ty a.n.d. cha.nc"e or propeaai ve atuiiea pred:omina..te. Per-
r, 
jj emtiali.ata belie.Te th&t expe:~tienc:e in solvinc life situ&tions 
il 
Jj can b.e c&.inea en the job a.t a. la.ter G.&te. 
!1 •rn cenere.l. eci.UQ·&.tien •••• we may wiael.y leaTe ex-
perien.ca:e to 1if'e and. set &bout our job of. intellntu&l. 
tramiq. .. • • • S i~~ee duca.tien carmo t: ciuplle&te the ex-
periences which the at'Wlen.t will h.i..Te when. he cr&.fiua.tea,. 
it ahoU1d deTate itself to &evelopinc e.orree.tneaa in 
tllinkinc- aa. ~ means to pr&a:tic.al wisdom, thil.t is, to in-
tell•cent e.ctti on." 12. 
n. ~e&.t ilooka e:urric.·Ulua is the b:eat way to proTid.e a 
aou:nd 1enera~ eduet&tion for &11. UJ:td.er this procra.m. the" •••• 
ltooka which have thro\lih the e:en.turiea attained to the U..n:-
13 
siona of e:laa.aica.•' are e.ue:Cu.l.l.7 re&fi for mental. discipline 
ii 
ii 
,! 
aa w:el.l. aa for the transeen4ent&l truths they au;pposrily cont&.illij. 
I I 
i Iost ot· thea:e b:ooka cbtalinc with phil.osophy and meti..p~sias ue I 
I 'i 
l' frollt the ancient and medieTal pericM:a. Perexmialiats belieYe ') 
1[
1 
that it is impoa.sihle to uu.dentan4 any subjec-t or to c·omprehen4JI 
'1111. Ilricl., :p. 66. t:·.l 
I 1.2.. Ihtfl., P• 70•P• 689. 
iil.3. Illici. 1 p. ?8. :! 
!! if 
t ' 
:i 
il 
1..9 
I the ~ontempor&ry wo~~d witho~t haTin& read theae cre~t books. i :l.( 
il Ad.1er 
~e &reat b.ooka •••• aze not onl.y the material. 
whiah.muat he used te teaah. atwienta how to read &na 
11:rite,. but they aonstitute the eultura.l traditions by 
llhieh th.e intellec:ta of euh &ener&tion must first h:e 
a-ul. tiT&:ted • • .. • 1'h.e b.ctoka ue to be rea:& because they 
are aa contemporary today aa when they were written. 
&ncl tha.t 'tlec.&uae the prohl. ... they de&l. with anti the 
ideals they present &re not subject to the ~aw o~ per-
petual and interminable procreaa.• 
il !i 
il 
'i 
II 
II 
.I 
il 
i) 
!l 
!I 
:i 
I' II 
II q II ~ ! 
" II 
" i 
! 
Aa too~a to aid in the reuinc of the creat books, :Bn&liah. 
c:r&llmar, rhetoric:, and lecia .. lll.cl lle streaaed. ~e heat 
auhje<:t for d.evelopin& correotneas in thinkinc ia math.-.tie:a. 
!he ceneraJ. ed~<:&tisn ourrie:ul.UliL ia r.ec:mmD.ended. f.or the p·erio4 
of: e.o~le,-e. 
L.e&miq: is viewed &a a. mental cliacip1ine ~.nd helps the 
atuaent to realize his potential hy unfoldinc his latent 
~I . 
i 
·I 
l 
I 
,I 
I q 
'I 
i 
'I I 
II 
Learninc b:y instruction a:onsists of insiGita ana :j 
il 
I! 
II 
i' 
·I 
!I 
!I 
ll 
II 
II 
il 
II 
II 
I 
·i 
inteq,ret&.tiona civen b:y the tea.cher. In leuninc hy <iisc·o -
Ter~, no teacher is neeQ.ed as the student ::rea.d.s fllret.tively,. 
thua learn inc by himself. The former type of. learnin,- aho\Ucl 
stiJmzl&te the.' la.tt:er or a elf' -eclua&.iion. 
th.e tea.ciler aoea not :re~r primarily upon ind.iviciual 
in:teresta hat upon the atudiea and habits that will de~elop 
the intellect of the stuaent. The te&aher shoul.d have a. eul-
ti-..teci mJ.nd. and muat he repreaenta.ti ve of the cul tur:al. tra.-
aiti~ to his atudenta. 'the teacher :must be superior to the 
i~ .. icller, "The C.:riaia in Contemporary E4uc.ation11 , p. 1.4. 
pupUa &ncl • ....... mua't poaae.aa aatually whatever the person 
~5 
he in& taucht p osseasea onl.y patential.l;y--.• 
Relation to aocietJ .. -- Peren:1&lista are more concerned: 
with_ intellec·tua:t trainin:&' in the schools than withe soeiali' afid 
pelit.ie:&l p~rec.esaes.. As an. exampl-e of their pre-oaa:upa.tion 
. 16 
with phi:toaophy, Hu.tahina aaya, •Today (October 1941.) at 
l.a.at it EUit b.e clear th&t the JUst practical thin& we a-an do 
1a to aeek the ~Answer-a to the b.&sio philosophical flUst.iona.• 
ne· majority of. this croup ue either silent, ambicuoua or 
,·!- &ba'U&at e·cmcerninc :pr&.ctia.al. :pol.itie:U,. social, ana. ea:onomic-
'' I 
:! problema &ncl their relation te the school.s.. With our present 
li 
·I 
)j aul.tur:e aa a reference point, perenni&l.ists a.re aware of the 
~ \ il present crisis-e·ul.ture and prepose to meet the crisis by &.clap-
!! 
II II 
II ! 
:I L 
i.l 
I, 
tine the uat fundamental beliefs of the ancient and medieT&l 
17 
auJ.turea to modern e:onclitiona. 
Perenni&1i8lD. may he viewe4 b eul. tur&l reaction as it 
relies on solutions :from the ancient and medieval perioda ta 
ll 
II solve modern problems. Bee&iuae perenni&l.ism h&s self-ev.ident 
il II firat prine-ipl.e• anci impliea the settiq up of an intelle(ltt\1&1 
li a-r-istoare.cy, Rr&m.elG: consid..era it to b:e a chal.l&~e to a d.emo-
18 
:1 El'Zt.tic: a:ul.t.ure. q 
IJ 
~ ~ 
:i 
•I 
" ;'i 
!i 
II 
!! 
Conception rd.. educ.&.:tiaa.-- llaaenti&l.iam ia considere«.. 
I . {~. Ad.l.er, ii.tn. De:fenne of the Ph.Uoaophy of. Xduca.tion•, 
· 1.6. 1futehina, •x4u.el\.t1•n fer. Frnclom", p. 5-2.4. 
lT .. ~elcl, op. cit •• p. ~5-. 
p. 213. i. 
18 .. Ik14., PP• S69~'Z'l. 
!I ~ :I I il ' 
21. 
,, etenauva.tive bec.e.uae it is eono:emed with principles ancl content. 
19 
tha-t are stabilizers to the p:teaent status quo. the :re&l. • 
true, and the cood in educ&tion a.ze the eai&llliahed belief's an&ii 
institutions of. our modern herit&p. Since this philosophy 
a tresses the m&Utt&in.ane·e of transmit-ted cultural patterns, 
the main fune.tittn of. the achoo.l ia eons i<lered to be the pre- 1, I 
:I 
aerwa:.tictll o'£ the ~ttitud:es, beliefs, and institutions th&t werei 'i II 
II 
il formei in the pcaat-medieT&l or modern er&., the cu.ltur&l perio8. 
'I 20 L/:,llhi.ih ,aaenUaliSJil , .. ..,.. EaaeatUJ:ism: oontaina within 1t 
r two ~oremoat philosophic&! ayatema -- realism and idealism. 
1\ .A& many philosophers and edUC'atora have contz'ibuted to e&ch 
ii aohoo1 o:r thoucht, there is a wicie diversity of thinkinc 1n 
!
lrj e&ch croup. Sharp differences exist in the areas of re&J.i t.y 
II and kncnrled.ce, idealists Tiewiq the worla primarily i.Jl::•& 
II !I apiritu&.l. Tein, whi.le real.iata a:r:e :mate:ria:liatio.·. Some reti 
!l liab lean atronclY towarti the precreasive viewpoint while i1 
i.·l Jl 
11 otherll' are Tery e·onaerT&tive. Both reaJJ..ism and iciealism believ] ilin a priUiatent sourc>e of truth and Ya.lue which the acb.oala I 
II 
H li BWat hel.p its learners te tmduat&nd and r-eape~t. Since essen- i.'j 
![ 
ii tial iaa depends Up an pao t met&pll;ya io a.J. aye tems tor 1 ts ul t iDa t• '·!:.~,. 
ii soure,e o:r &llthority, the coliiiD:8!l: clenomina4or:r0:r ide&liaa ana 
\! 21 ! 
II re&lisa c:an be ~iewe& aa an autherita.rian outl.oak in contraat l 
!I I 
li to the ll'lHe liber&1 ana experimental procreasive &nd reaonatruc~ 
\\ tioniat phUoaophies. 'thus &1 ihoU&h there are a wide ~P or I 
•,, 
viewpoints in idealism and realiaa, both conceive of the p~­
pose of education as conservation of the cultural heritage •. 
Realists and idealists both have similar views concerning 
22 
the function of education. The realist Breed claims that 
i 
I 
• •••• one of the outstanding functions of the school is the .! 
23il 
preservation of institutions whose value is attested •. " Breed ;j 
\I asserts, "Mastery of this (cultural) tradition, this embodi-
,, 
'i li 
'I ! ~!I 
iJ 
II 
r: 
~~ p 
ment of the finest fruits of human thought about the world, is ; 
a supreme educational objective •••• ~ 24j Another realist, Bagley, i 
i 
I believes that "•••• it is the conservative functions of educa- i 
~ i 
tion that are most significant in a period of profound change." 11 
- il 
, Idealists Demiashkevich and Rusk place themselves w1 thin the 1 
\1 essentialist framework by their beliefs •. Demiashkevich
25 
says 
1 
II 
!I 
li 
il 
II 
I' II 
II 
II 
!i 
II j: 
II 
il 
II I, 
if 
i 
i 
tbat • •••• a significant residual function of the school I 'I • • • • ~! 
is to educate children for the respect and preservation of 
26' 
fundamental social values •. " Rask contends, "The work of 
II 
il ----
r--
education •••• is to transmit from one generation to the next,, !1 !, 
il 
with the least possible loss, the cultural or spiritual inheri-il 
! 
'· 
tance of man.~ 
Realitv.-- The common denominator of essentialist ontolo-
gy or beliefs about reality, lies in the conception of a world 
I· 8-•rned by an bimpeacbable and, predetermined order. Realistsi 
i 
II I 
II li 
II 
II• 
22. Frederick s. Breed, Education and the New Realism, Mac- n 
millan Co., New York, 1939, PP• 1S4-1S5·· i.·.,! 
23. Ibid., P• 228 •. 
24. Yi1liam C. Bagley, Education and Emergent Man, Thomas ! 
Nelson & Sons,. New York, 1934, P• 154.. I 
25 •. M1chael Demiashkevich, An Introduction to the Philosopgr of1 
Education, American Book Co., New York, 1935, p. 348. i 
26 •. Robert S. Rusk,. The Philosophical Bases of Education, i1 
I 
vie~. the worli objectively, that is, objects exist prior to 
knowledge about them. They are independent of the mind. Rea-
lists believe in a mechanistic world which operates by cause 
and effects. Every organism can be explained in terms of what 
exists in nature by observing causes and effects. Truth is 
distinguished from reality. Wh1le reality is the objective 
world, truth is what reality is reported to be. The test of 
truth is its correspondence ~o reality.. In describing this 
27 
process, Breed says "•••• the first step 1n the discovery of 
-
truth is a human action, a belief, the validation of which de-
pends upon concurrence with reality.• 
Idealism bases its reality on transcendentalism. God is 
immanent in the world and as a universal Mind includes within 
itself all things and all individual minds. There is a cosmic 1 
design and unity to the world in which God creates 
real. Individuals are representatives of an ideal 
everything I 
cosmic Being.! 
Idealists conceive of a spiritual and idealistic world, one 
where the mind is supreme, rather than a materialistic world. 
28 
Horne defines idealism as 
" ••••. the conclusion that the universe is an ex-
pression of the intelligence and will, that the enduring 
substance of the world is ef the nature of mind, that the 
material is explained by the mental.. Idealism as a Philo-
sopby stands in contrast with all those systems of tho~t 
that center in nature (naturalism) or 1n man (humanism)." 
I 
II 
I 
29 1 
In discussing the transcendental nature of idealism, Horne says~ 
27. Breed, oe. c1t., ~· 96. I 
28. Herman H. Horne, An Idealist Philosophy of Education", 1 
Philosophies of Education, Forty-first Yearbook, National-Societ. 
for the Study of Education, 1942, p. 139· 
29. Ibid •• ll.L.l4Q. 
•An idealistic philosophy of education is an account of man 
~ 
finding himself as an integral part of' a universe of mind •. " 
Knowledge •. '"'- Realism emphasizes the thing known rather 
than an idea we have of the thing. It is a theory of knowing 
which holds that obJects of knowledge exist independently of 
their being known. The process by which knowledge is attained 
is called the correspondence theory or knowledge. What one 
believes to b:e true must conform w1 th the facts, relations,. 
II 
·11 
II 
il ' ~! ·J 
I 
I 
l1 
il 
I 
I processes, and laws of the obj.ctive world. Neo-realists adopt I 
I 
:Jib.e~~theory of behaviorism where knowledge is a response to ex-
tarnal stimuli and there is little or no reference to any in-
tervening interpretation by the mind. The critical realists 
believe that some intellectual mediation takes place. The 
typical realist regards all learning as the stamping in of' 
links of' connection from the external woPld upon the nervous. 
system •. By stamping in responses to the stimuli, the teacher 
reintor,.s the habits and beliefs which adhere to the dominant 
institutions or the inherited culture •. 
The idealistic theory of knowledge holds that the only 
knowledge that ona baa of hia environment is his idea of it .. 
One cannot know the world directly but only through the inter-
mediary mind which is the explainer.. Idealistic conception ot 
I 
i 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
knowing, like the realistic, rests upon the correspondence 11 
~ theory-of knowledge •. The truth of an idea is established by [ 
the accuracy with which it presents an object to the mind.. 1
1 
Because idealists emphasize the cosmic and God's immanence iu I 
II 
II' I 
the world, there is much stress placed on the processes of 
introspection and intuition. There is a spiritual flavor to 
idealistic learning as the more self-development of the indi-
vidual mind, the closer it approximates the Supreme Mind. 
J .. 26 
1 ' 
:I 
II 
!I 
II 
:I 
II 
li 
1
1/ Training of the faculties such as memory and the ability to 
Learning is a spiritual pro- il 
cess resulting in spiritual growth. The idealist stresses the / 
reason logically are emphasized. 
subjective, and aims at insights into meaning of knowledge~ 
For both idealists and realists, the universe of antece-
dent order is the source and criterion of knowledge. Both 
use as a central device for testing ideas correspondence or 
representation. For the idealist, there is correspondence 
between the finite self and the inf'ini te self •. 
the mind depends upon nature or matter. Although idealism is 
.. 
spiritual and realism is materialistic, both assume a preexis-
tent and cosmic source of truth. Since hoth philosophies tend 
to interpret the mind as a receptor or reflector of a prede-
termined world, receptivity of preexistent principles takes 
place in the learning process. The learner acquires the habit 
of absor~ion. Thus students are put in a receptive position 
in the learning process. 
Valyt.-- Beliefs about value are strongly conditione4 by 
I 
i 
beliefs about reality and knowledge. Values, like truths, are il 
I 
I 
derived from an objective source. Realistic and idealistic 
values vary as the characteristic 61 reality varies in the 
II 
two philosophies. When viewed trom the culture as a point of 
reference, "···•· both wings of essentialism strongly tend to 
.. :·-
substanciate and transmit inherited principles as well as 
30 
practices of morality, art, and social cond•ct.~ 
Because the realist source of ~n experience lies in 
the material environment, their approach to values is objective 
The theory ot ethical determinism means that good or bad de- / 
pends upon cause as the realist views nature as a cause-effect \I 
! 
process. There is no one owerall approach to values for rea- I 
lism,, Iince some of its exponents closely approach progress!- i 
vism when they regard value as any object of interest. Re.-
lists approach political and economic values with scientific 
3al 
neutrality and condone as right what exists •. 
Because of 1 ts transcendental nature,, idealists generally 
assume that ethical laws are cosmic laws. God 1s the source 
as well as the goal of values for which individuals strive •. 
Idealists also have a spiritual approach to social and politi-
cal thought -- "••••· modern idealists tend to agree that the 
social and political life of man 1s a manifestation of his 
membership in~~ community of spiritual persons,, the supreme 
32 
ruler of whom 1 s God •. • 
Bducat1onal practice.~- Realists vary 1n their views con-
cerning the curriculum, but 1n general believe that the cur-
riculum is prescribed, as great stress is put on the cultural_ 
heritage. They are opposed 1n general both to the spirit and 
30. Brameld, op. cit., p. 232. 
31. Ibid., p. 238. 
32. Ie!4·' p. 234., 
I 
substance of the progressive curriculum. The curriculum is 
composed of the best data on reality to date and tends to be 
33 
sponsored in an authoritarian manner. Stressing the conser-
I 
!i 
'I 
vation of values, and glorifying the social tradition, realists il 
34 I 
look to science and research for the latest evidence.. Bagley 
says that • •••• the recognized essentials should be taught as 
I such throu8h a systematic program of studies and activities for 
the earrying out of which the teachera should be responsible •. " 
Idealism also has a prescribed curriculum of knowledge 
!! 
'I il II 
tl 
inherited from past centuries without much regard to the in- !j 
,, 
terest and peiilt of view of the learner.. In addition, idealistsiJ 
emphasize subjects which have a. flavor of personal greatness,, 
those that are commonly called the "classics". Aa idealista 
stress the development of the spiritual self, any subject of 
il 
II 
II 
I 
study which provides opportunities for the development of a 11 
::a::::o:e~: ::tac:::::a:::::to:oa::i::;:::::~r::: :::a~:s- v/ 
I 35 I 
1 idea-centered or ideal-centered.. Horne asserts, "The school II 
should really be centered in a certain ideal conception of wbat.jl 
man and his society should be in view of the mind of world in 
which he really lives." However, the idealists, llb the rea-
I 
I 
il 
'I 
II lists, uphold the institutions and principles governing society !I 
as they now exist. il 
I 33. JohnS. Brubacher,, Ho«ern Ph11osoph1es of Education, .... ., 1 
Hill. Book Co., Inc., NewYork, 1939, P•- 344. · ! 
34. William C. Bagley, "An Essentialists Platform for the Ad- ! 
vancement of American Education", Educational Administration an~ 
Supervision, (April 1938) 24:254.. 1 
35· Horne, op. cit., p. 160. I 
i 
lj 
I 
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I 
I 
Realists support the scientific method in encouraging 
problem solving and thinking ability, yet they put more em-
pbasis on the content of knowledge rather than the development 
I 
'I 
ii 
!I 
'I 
of attitudes •.. They believe in transfer of training of character I/ 
traits. Intellectual discipline is stressed as a by-product of ;I 
the learning process •. 
Being more subjective and emphasizing the spiritual, 
idealists are concerned with individual development. As the 
fullest development of the ind~V$dual is conceived in a spiri-
36 
tual vein,. Horne says, "fhe objective of all method in teaching 
is the cultivation of the personality of the pupil." Education 
for the idealists represents development of the individual from 
" !I 
il 
II 
·,I 
I I. II d 
il 
'I 
,. 
I 
within •.. As classroom teaching involves a meeting of personal!- ij 
ties where the more mature atiaulatss the less mature, the II 
method of discussion 1a used 1n this sharing process. The pupil [
1 
must reach out after the more mature insights that his teacher I/ 
I possesses. l 
The teacher 1B the essentialist philosophy of education is 
:! 
a mediator between knowledge and the student.. Idet:l.1sm stresses il 
!I 
the benefits of the personality of the teacher who acts as a !! . 
i / 
stimulus for individual self-development. For the realists, the 11/ 
teacher is an impersonal channel of communication •• He is a Jr 
I 
translator of facts. Realists allow for the teacher acting as al 
371 
guide, but claim that progressives overdo this aspect. Bagley j 
says that the teacher • •• ·~ ia essentially a trustee of the I 
I, 
II 
il 
spiritual (as contrasted with the material) heritage which 
each generation must receive and assimilate it mankind is to 
progress to higher planes." 
I 
i 
I 
iJ !i 
!I 
l! 
·I 
il 
Relation to soo1et:r.~~ Eaaant1al1ats favor a democracy as II 
the social melieu in which its educational theory is to func- 11 
tion. For the essentialist school I! 
l ./ 
"•••• democ~cy is likely to be conceived less as an I ~ 
experimental process of interaction between individual and 
society, between means and ends, than as a set of inherite 
principles and concomitant institutions which it becomes 
the business of education to teach so that citizens will 
revere and live according to them~" 38 
However, liberty should be supplemented by authority in both i 
I 
:: ::::1:~t:::·:n :·::::::. •::::e~~=· th:~:3~::::::~1 , 
"Liberal.ism in the state and school means acceptance of the // i 
I principle of freedom linked with the principle of authority." / 
For essentialists, the role of the schools is to complete \ 
I 
and consolidate changes in social policy when they are decided I 
upon. The school follows social change; it does not lead it j 
40 ! 
or try to reform the social melieu •. Horne says, "The kind of! 
schools a given society bas is a reflection of the existent I 
Societv." is to trans-'1 ~ Thus the main obligation of the schools 
mit cultural traits and practices from generation to generation 
The school not only reflects society by upholding and 
transmitting the values of its intitutions and practices, but 
38. Brameld, op. cit., p. 257· 
39. Fredericks. Breed, "Education and the Realist Outlook", 
Philosophies of Education, Forty-first Yearbook, National 
Society for the Study of Education, 1942, p. 133· 
.:'Zo 
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1t alao acts as a stab111z1ng force 1n time of social upheaval 
41 
and change. The realist Bagley says, "A clear and primary ;i 
duty of organized education at the present time is to recognize .J 
the fundamental character of the chanies that are already taki~ji 
place, and to search diligently for means of counteracting thei~l 
I ~ . 
/ dangers.~ The idealist Horne comments, "The progress we de- ii 
' sire in society should be based on the established value of the :: 
li 
past. Othenise, we have revolution, with its attendant chaos. !I 
:i 
. The preservation of the established values of the past provides i/ 
'I 
a stabilizing influence in times of change. • /1 
J. /.Progressivism 
Conception of education .. ,.-- Progressivism is considered . 
I 
liberal because it baa 
43 
minded attitude. 
a flexible, curious, tolerant,, and open- ;I 
' :i 
It is pervaded by a spirit of open inquiry, :i 
investigation, and the use ot the scientific method. It is 
:1 
'I •, 
!I Pro- il 
!I 
opposed to authoritarianism and absolutism in all forma. 
gressivism baa a positive outlook concerning human nature and 
subscribes to confidence 1n the natural powers of man. Pro-
gressivism is used synonomously with the terms experimentalism, ~~~~· 
instrumentalism,c:~and pragmatiaa receiving it~ s;eat impetus ii 
from the latter formal philosop~ •. 
41. Bagley, *An Essentialist's Platform•, P• 256. 
42. Horne, op. cit., p. 178 •. 
43. Bramelcl, op. cit., p. 97 •. 
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According to Dewey, education is " ••.•• that reconstruc-
tion or reorganization of experience which adds to the meaning 
•I 
'of experience, and which increases ability to direct the course 
of subsequent experience." This definition contains the two 
" II 
11. 
I! 3~ 
~ asic conepts of progressivism -- experience and growth./ Truth, 1,!, 
... 
- ... 
:I' 
and knowledge are derived from experience which in turn,l: 
to individual growth and further education, based on 
owledge gained by past experience. Education is not just 
reparation for the future, but bas as its end growth or con-
inuous reconstruction of experience.. Progressivism emphasizes 
king present experience as rich and significant as possible. 
rowing is a continuous process always leading to the future • 
prepared for the future if he can meet 
:; 
il 
ll 
I 
il 
;I 
!I 
;I 
45 I! 
roblems and develop his capacities in the present.. Dewey says,i: 
:; 
If education is growth, it must progressively realize present 
ossibilities, and thus make individuals better fitted to cope il 
d later requirements." Thus the result of the educative pro- 11 
ess is capacity for further education.. The primary function of II 
li ' 
ducation then, according to the progressive school of thought II/ 
a to prepare the young for membership in their society by train_lil 
ng in scientific techniquea.in order to efficiently solve pre- r 
ent-day problems •. II 
Beal1tx •. -- Ontological beliefs of progressivism, thoae con- II 
er,ned with assumptions about existence or what is real, are 
I 
• John Dewey, Democracy and Education, Macmillan 
916, P• 89. 
Co. , New York, !I 
j; 
il 
; ·;·-,-"'-'---""o ~ ~~- .. ~-=~·--,=-==-,·~-'-=""''-'"":;·_- c.-==-~-==n==-=== 
II 
5· Ibid., p. 65. 
'l 
founded on experience.. The real as empirical, or founded on 
e~erience, is the kay conept in this realm of thought. Ex-
perience is the outcome of continual interaction of a-n organism li 
li 
and an environment •. Thus reality, which is based on experience,\\ 
i! 
is a mixture of the stable and the precarious.. This dynamic ~-
characteristic of experience makes experimental procedures in 
education necessary •. :I :i 
':] 
Knowledge.,..- The experimentalist or progressivist does not li 
II 
accept knowledge as absolute. Like reality, knowledge is based li 
II 
II on experience. It is passive in that it is a cumulation of ex- 11 
perience and. information that is ready for use. Ideas do not 1 
become knowledge to the learner unless they can be used in ex-
46 
perience. Thus Dewey says that • ...... knowledge is a percep-
tion of those connections of an object which determines its 
applicability in a given situation.• Knowledge is not gained 
I! 
il 
!I 
\\ 
!I 
il 
II li 
for its own sake. In order to be aee.ningful., it must ~; used ~· 
experimentally as a tool to harn further or as Dewey says, 11 
'· l'l 
".... the function of knowledge is to make one experience freely II 
- I' 
·available in other experiences." Knowledge must be put to work :i 
48 ll 
by activity. Dewey continues, II 
li 
"Only that which bas been organized into our disposi-
tion so as to enable us to adapt the environment to our 
needs and to adapt our aims and desires to the situation 
in which we live is really knowledge. Knowledge is not just something which we are now conscious of, but consists 
of the dispositions we consciously use in understanding 
what nov happens.~ 
46. Ibid., P• 396. 
47. Ibid., p. 395· 
48. Ibid., P• 400. 
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34 
the particular result of knowing or the effect of rerlectton 
I 
and using past knowledge. Thus,, truth cannot be absolute, sinc•li 
knowledge is reached ex»er1mentally by experience which is it- ij __ _ 
self changing and temporal. Truth rests on the analysis of ~ 
il problem situations from which it emerges. As each problem :: 
situation will change, ideas are not permanently ture •. 
Because knowledge is meaningful only when used, the fami- · :j 
II 
liar "learn by doing" is the cornerstone of learning and method li 
in progressivism. Learning is the"···· state of affairs when /1 
some aspect of experience stays with one to influence pertin- 1/ 
49 
ently one•s further experience." Learning is carried on by il 
experience, but it is this very experience that is learned.. /
1 
"The child learns what he lives, and what he learns he builds )/ 
at once into character there to serve as the foundation for ----·11 
50 :i future action.~ If the child is to learn something he must il 
live or experience it. II 
Learning contains the following elements -- organism, iJ . 
culture, purpose, intelligence, habit, growth, interest, and 1---·--_.. 
51 11 
effort. Jln a learning situation, the "whole-child• reacts, 11 
i. e., the child is always thought of as a complete personal! ty11 
he does not have mind distinct from the whole person. Since il 
learning takes place within a culture, the child develops in a li 
il 
:i 
49. William H. Kilpatrick, "Philosophy of Education from the /i 
Experimentalist Outlook", Philosophies of Education, Forty-firs, 
Yearbook, National Society for the Study of Education, 1942, :! 
P•. 66. II 
50. ~· ,. P• 63.. 1'1 
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II 
social situation. Purpose is essential to effective learning as:\ 
it must bave an aim or bJPothes1a to motivate.. Intelligence as ~~~~ 
an element of learning is the effort to think through a problem 
~ using knowledge learned in the past. Habits can either be an 
• 
obstacle to effective learning or an important aid.. They are !1 
I II 
1 considered beneficial when they encourage reflection. Growth \1 
occurs when learning .strengthens the whole learner. If interest~! 
are pursued with sustained and efficient effort, the babit ot 1 
i 
reflection is strengthened and growth is enabled. When thece:x:- II 
perience is meaningfUl to the learner, interest is shown,. effort/\ 
!I is used,, and the learner is motivated. II 
Values.-- As there is no absolute knowledge and no absolute II 
truth in progressive thinking, so there are no absolute values •. i) 
h 
Values and ideas must be derived from what is found in experienc11· 
They cannot be derived from human or supernatural authority or i 
I 
from any transcendent source.. Like knowledge, values arise in \ 
the interaction between the organism and the environment and 
must undergo the test of investigation and experimentation •. 
I 
Reflective thinking and action by intelligence are prime factors I 
in deciding values., 
Progressivism bases all values that are reached on the 
I 
I 
i 
I 
worth of the individua~ his interest and growth; the individual ! 
I 
as a social organism, always living in a cultural context; and 1 
the value of democracy. In ita method of experimentalism, 
jvidual interests and concern for pupil growth are primary. 
indi- I I 
I 
The 1 
! 
factor of individual interests is both a guide to selection of 
curriculum materials and a single best motivation for learning. 
:35 
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i Democracy as a value is considered a critique as well as a norm I 
52 
lor human experience. As a critique, democracy calls attention! 
to social weaknesses and failures and acting as a norm, democra- 1 
I 
tic values are synonomous with the nearest approach to an ulti- ~~ 
mate ideal. !1 
Educational practice.-- Educational practice is usuallT jl 
considered the superstructure in educational philosophy that can 1 
e discussed after such problems as reality, knowledge,. and 
alues. However, in progressivism, the main factors in educa-
ional practice, the experimental approach to learning and the 
mportance of individual interests and growth, are themselves 
mportant ingredients of the fundamental aspects of educational 
hilosophy. The "trial and error• method or the experimental. 
I, 
\I d II 
I 
i 
I 
i 
I 
I 
i 
ethod which is based on experience is fundamental to progressive! 
I 
II 
II 
ducation practio•· The experimental method operates on the 
asia of an idea or hypothesis which directs action to produce 
consequence that can be used in problem solving which is the 
ase from which the action proceeds. A progressive school is 
ften referred to as an "activity school." Activities are ini-
iated in the experimen~l method, after an hypothesis is formed !1 
ji 
r the difficulty is defined to discover whether conawquences are 
he same as those anticipated. Various investigations and re-
ources are used to derive a truth. Thus "•••• activities are 
eceasa~ both to make education life-like and to make life 
52. Brameld, op. cit., p. 127. 
t 
.... 
-· 
.5' 
the truth." Meaning, knowledge, and truth are put on an 
operational basis. They are never absolute but must be reached 
by independent and impartial inquiry. 
The technique is emphasized for its •mpirical social use-
fulness. Progressivists believe that all subjects should be 
usedtto develop mastery over techniques in order to solve new 
problema and not to train the memory to reproduce their syste-
matic content. The pragmatist • •••• by the method of experi-
1 mental trial and error, develops in his pupils the piece-meal, 
experimental, scienti~ic techniques which lead to success in 
54 
the solution of individual problems as they occur.• Initia-
tive, self-reliance, and independent thinking are encouraged. 
These traits are asserted on acceptance of the fact of indivi-
dual differences, which, guided by the teacher, are the basis 
for motivation of instruction •. 
The progressivists strongly advocate the "experience-
I 
"' 
centered curriculum" which emphasizes units of study that cut 
across subject divisions. These units are produced by pupil 
interest and experience and offer wide diversity of activity 
that appeal to the individuals involved in the learning situa-
tion.. Recognition of individual needs and interests is para-
t-~ 
55 
mount. Dewey expresses this idea, "The more a teacher is 
aware of the past experiences of students, of their hopes, 
53· Brucacher, Modern Philosophies of Education, p. 330. 
54. Rupert 0. Lodge, PhilosophY otEducation, Harper & Brothers, 
New York, 1947, p. 268.. . 
55· Joseph Ratner (editor), Intelligence in the Modern World--
John Dewey's PhilosophY, Random House, Inc.,, New York, 1939,. 
'D· 61s. 
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1 
desires, chief interests, the better will he understand the 
forces at work that need to be directed and utilized for the 
formation of reflective habits." The core curriculum, consis-
' 
ting of blocks of learning experiences built around common needa 
II 
comes closest to the experience-centered pattern of the various Jl 
types of subject matter divisions •. 
i 
The teacher's role in the progressive school is one of a I 
I' guide and director. The eduoator does not implant knowledge I 
but trains his pupils in the use of scientific techniques. The 1 
I 
teacher's aim must be to make pupils capable and independent 
By not taking a dominant position in the classroom, thinkers. 
teachers must try to build self-directing personalities. Above I ----~ 
all,the teacher, &a a guide and not a taskmaster, must teach I 
democracy by practicing it and by showing respect for individual I 
personality •. 
Relation to society.-- Al.though progressivism is dedicated 
to the growth of the individual, it views the individual in the 
I 
i 
8
:::::::1::: :::i::d:a:e:::t~c:::::::.theK1::::::::~61:::::sse~ 
this point of view, ~Education ...... is a process of social inte~j 
carried on in behalf of consequences which are themselves I 
-- that is, it involves interactions between persons and ~~. 
shared values." This concept does not negate the pro-
essive emphasis on the individual, as society is individuals \ 
• William H. Kilpatrick (editor) et al, The 
ier, Century Co., New York, 1933, p.290. 
I 
n 
in their ~elations with one another. Individuals become inte-
grated personalities through association in the society. "Edu-
~ 
cation is the process of realization of integrated individuali-
57 
ties." Thus progressivism sees the individual as a social 
product. Close relation to society is a necessary part of the 
experimental method. Free flow of social intercourse makes more 
experience available for judging what is true and good in the 
individual's experience •. 
Progressive education is warmly attached to the democratic 
process because both encourage the individual to specialize in 
cultivating his unique talents.· As progressivism is liberal, 
so is democracy when fulfilling its highest ideals. Progres-
sivism, like democracy, is opposed to authoritarianism and 
absolutism and has great confidence in man's natural powers. 
!The appreciation and understanding of democracy for the pro-
'gressive, is realised bT practicing democracy in the classroom •. 
58 
Kilpatrick interprets the democratic way of life as"···· that 
jin which the identity of interest of the individual and the 
I social is best realized.~ '----
. Progressivists disagree concerning the question of whether 
the school should lead the way to building a new social order. 
I • :)9' 
I 
Because of the varying degrees of suppurt to "child-centered" 
I 
/schools and "community-centered" schools, Brameld, in his cull- I/ 
tural interpretation of education philosophy, labels progressive ; 
i 
sn Ibid., P·· 291. 
58. !Q!S., p. 292. 
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n 
education as cultural transition or a bridge between the tradi- I~­
tional essentialism and perennialism and the cultural renascenseri --··"" 
59 i 
or new.philosophy of reconstructionism. The"chia.d-centered" 1 
~ 
school believes that the school can and should criticize social 
' 
1
weaknesses, make proposals for progress, and act to bring about ii 
I' 60 il 
!
improvements. Thus a segment of the progressive school leans il 
!I 
II 
·in the direction of reconstructionism by considering schools as II 
an instrument of change and not merely as a reflection of the 11 
II 
~· 
! 
environment •. 
The progressive school believes that in some reppects tile· I 
I jstatus quo should be changed and that it is thedduty of the 
i 
!school to take some initiative and responsibility for social 
i 61 
-~progress. However, instead of actively forging ahead of so-
,ciety to bring about change, progressives are content to have 
I 62 
!the school act as an independent critic of the status quo •. il 
Any social progress will be an indirect or incidental outcome ofl 
I 
critical instnaction. Progressives as a whole do not have any 
social plan to achieve progress as do the reconstructionists •. 
While not 6~vancing a complete plan for society led by the schoo~-·s, 
Kilpatrick believes that society requires planning but that il 
59. Brameld, op. cit., P•· 185. I' 
60. Two books w1 th this viewpoint are: -" 
John L. Childs, Education and Morals, Appleton-Oentury-Orofts,-
Inc. , New York, 1950. ~ 
R. Bruce Raup, et. al., The Improyement of P~actical Intell1genc , 
Harper & Brothers, New York, 1950. 
1 61. Bru.bacher, Modern Philosophies of Education, p. 221. J1 
6 I 2. ill9:.•, P• 222. i1 
1
63. Kilpatrick, Educational Frontier, P· 72. II 
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tHere is a difference between a society which is planned and a II 
society which is continuously; planning.. Progressive education Jl 
stresses the individual and waits for progress to occur throughi/ 
64 fl 
chance.. The experimental school is not the servant of the !! 
i 
social order but is it way ahead of it. Rather, the school is 1 
one of the community's resources for social experimentation. 11 
II 
i·~ Reconstructionism j 
G.enoapt1'GD of educat-ion. I!'"• Reconstructionism, as a radical I 
I 
educational philosophy, differs from progressivism, perennialis , 
I 
and essentialism in that a program for a new social order is 
65 
basic to all its concepts. Brameld, one of the chief expo-
nents of this philosophy, considers reconstructionism as the 
only philosophy that can bring about a better social order than 
now exists in our crisis culture. The philosophical formula-
I 
I 
1
1 tiona, pertinent to its educational philosophy, are tuture-
1 looking. "The great purpose that crystallizes the meaning of I 
I
. all its proposals is invariably the kind of design tb&t must be i 
II 
II built if -aivilization. i6
6 
to prevent catastrophe and to assure 11 
a cultural renascence." The chief contributors to reconstrucl 
tionism, in every field, are those who are convinced that our f 
I 
crisis culture is in great danger of destruction and that our l 
II 
society must be changed in order for it to survive. Reconstruc 
i tionism is in a formulative and even preliminary stage; it is I 
in the process of crystallizing both its theory and practice. I 
I 
Another reason that reconstructionism may be considered. radical I 
66. Ibid., P• 523 
41 
\ 
... ' 
is that many of its proposals are utopian, thus 
I 
yond present society •. 
- t, .... /· 
going far be- ~. 
!I 
Reconstructionism is indebted to the other philosophies 
considered here. It is sympathetic to the essentialist view 
of the objectivity of the world; educationally essentialism 
offers various tools of measurement. Both reconstructionism 
land perennialism agree on the need for logical clarity and a 
,,clear conception of world order and purpose. It is from pro-
gressivism that reconstructionism has learned most and has the 
67 
closest alliance. Brameld says that "···• reconstructionism 
is mainly an attempt to stress, explicate, and implement more 
powerfully the kind of theory and practice toward which pro-
jsressivism already points the way." 
1 Reality.-- Reconstructionism accepts several progressive 
~eliefs regarding real1 ty, agreeing that experience and nature __ l-_../ 
' ~ 
!constitute both the form. and content of the un1 verse. It is I . 
~ostile to the supernatural and to the systems of pre-establishe~ _-/. 
~rder. Reconstructionism concentrates on the concept of reality! 
~s social. The analysis and interpretation of group experience I 
~s basic. As all beliefs about reality ultimately have a cul- ~ 
rural context, reconstructionism is vitally concerned with the ! 
~ultural determinants of human experience.. The culture is con-
! 
sidered in terms of group conflicts, group allegiance, and group l1 
I ponditioners. Thus group dynamics is paramount. Reconstructionl 
~sm criticises progressivism as not giving a satisfactory inter- I 
i 
57. Ibid., p. 731. 
5_8. See PP• 32-33· 
I 
I 
pretation to group experience and to the social, economic, and 
I 
!· 
the theory o:r social reality is the insistent recognition that I 
historical milieu that largely shapes its nature. Underlying 
the culture has reached a crisis.. The present crisis-culture I 
results primarily from economic causes, particularly the tra- I 
ditional Western economy. The task o:r reconstructionism, clar1-i 
tying the meaning or the crisis-culture and directing a plan 
:for the culture so it will survive and :flower, underlies every 
area of reconstructionist thinking. 
Knowledge.-- Reconstructionism accepts much of progressi-
vism's beliefs concerning knowledge, adding concepts that stress 
i 
i 
group' exPerience. Knowledge is derived from experience and 1
1 there are no absolute truths. The key principle in the recon-
structionist theory or knowledge is truth seeking as social con-~ 
sensus. In this concept reconstructionists emphasize the 1m- Jl 
portance of group agreement that can be used to further a goal 
69 
to bebefit society. This principle is defined as " .•.• ,, 
"••·•·•· the truth of those experiences most vi tal in 
the social lite of any culture are determined, not merely 
by the needful satisfactions they produce, but also by the 
I 
I 
II 
extent to which they are agreed upon by the largest possi- 1 
ble number of the group concerned. Without this factor of 1 
agreement or consensus, the experience simply is not 'tl'!'lle'l" 
Social consensus is a process and a product of learning, reache~ 
!by three steps-- evidence seeking, 
I 
communication, and agreemen~ 
I 
I Following the experimental method, I problem solving is carried ol· 
by experience •... Communication, the reciprocal expression among 
students and teachers, takes place through speech, writing, the ! 
69. Brameld, op. cit., p •. 456. 
43 
arts and public communication agencies.. Group agreement is 
the last step in the learning process. Decisions do not remainl 
inactive but must be translated into conduct by the group •. 
Although group unanimity is the ideal, minority opinions are 
respected and considered. 
Values.-- Values are want-satisfactions which stem from 
li 
d 
i[ 
!I 
" !l II 
!I 
II 
! 
i 
the goal-seeking tendencies of the individual and groups.. 1 
I 
I 
Values are weighed for truth or falsehood by the test of social\\· 
II 
consensus. Values are not absolute and may change according to 1!1 
. I 
the verdict of social consensus. Like knowledge and reality, II 
values are derived from experience, the group aspect being em-
70 
pbasized •. Brameld says, "Values are grounded in the reality 
of individual and group experiences and are integral with the 
truth-seeking process of social consensus •. " 
Reconstructionism, as it is concerned with a new social 
71 
order, advocates a blueprint for this reconstructed society. 
! 
I II 
I 
II 
1
11 
I 
These social values touch upon all areas -- economic, political,' 
scientific, esthetic, educational, intercultural, and interna-
tional. A democratically planned society is called for that 
aims to equalize the fullfilment of group needs. The supreme 
value and single best criterion for appraising the advocating 
I goals for a reconstructed democracy is social-self-realization. ' li 
This means that an individual fulfills himself as a social self ·1 
72 
Brameld says that "•••• the self-realizing, organic culture ! 
70. Ibid., p. 505 •. 
71. Ibid., See PP• 495-501. 
72. Ibid., p. 481. 
-
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is always the final and all embracing value." In putting their 
I emphasis on group dynamics, the individual is not submerged. I 
I Reconstructionists believe that group experience, vitally prac- I 
I ticed, gives the individual more self-expression, not less. II II 
I Definsible partiality is an important value and method of il 
1 educational practice. Raconstructionists encourage the making Jj 
/of commitments. They believe that it is necessary not only to IJ 
I 
l1 
" study knowledge and problems crucial to our period of culture 1 
I but also to decide upon solutions and then to act concertedly. 
This type of commitment is not indoctrination since the recon-
j structionist supports academic ~reedom involving an impartial 
and thorough study of all evidence and alternatives. Although 
teachers present and help the students to find alternatives to 
problems, they express their own opinion as to the alternative 
desired •. 
Educational practice.-- The key to educational method is 
social consensus -- seeking evidence, communication and agree-
I 
II 
lj 
I 
il 
!I 
:, 
!I 
II 
I 
' i 
ment •. While adopting the progressive method of problem solving,J 
I 
reconstructionists believe that the results or the products of I 
the process, not the process, are fundamental. The goal of this! 
method is social-self-realization or the individual realizing j 
his potential in a social way. Beconstructionists accept pro- I 
gressive theories of learning but want more attention to the I 
crucial and revolutionary events of our crisis-culture, not only\ 
,to diagnose them but to find solutions for the problems raised. 
Similarly with the progressives, reconstructionists do not se-
parate preparation for the future from learning in the present, 
but they do emphasize the future and work for changes in the 
1 social order •. 
The choice of subject matter is determined by this cri-
I 
II 
I, 
<[ 
terion: "What should students know and experience in order that I' 
they may, as concretely as possible, agree upon and seek to 
I 
achieve the institutional and behavioral goals demanded by oub 1 
n ~ 1 
age?" Four categories of selection are advocated: knowledge! 
as experience of social reality, where debatable issues of groupjl 
! 
dynamics are emphasized; knowledge as experience of proposa~s ! 
for cultural reconstruction, where there is examination of al-
or draw-j 
ing ~on• various areas of collective action in order to put 
blueprints for a new social or4er into being; and knowledge as 
I 
I 
! 
I 
II 
experience of goal-seeking interesse which integrates the other I 
three categories.. Individual schools would vary in precise 
curriculum content with constant flexibility depending ppon the 
maturtty, experience, and interests of the pupils.. As subject 
matter would deal primarily with social problems and their so-
lutions, large quantities of subject now included in a typical 
curriculum would be discarded as obsolete and irrelevant to the 
reconstructionist proposals of educatio~ and other material 
would receive adequate attention that is now not emphasized •. 
n. Ibid., PP· 555-556 •. 
74. Ibid., PP• 556-558. 
I 
! 
46 
Reconstructionism calls for more learning in group situa-
tions where tbe interest and abilities of each member of a 
subgroup is drawn out. Participation must permeate all educa-
tional experience and, most important, must extend out into 
the community.. Under reconstructionism, the problems of so-
ciety would not only be analyzed and solutions recommended,, 
but the school would be an active agency in the community for 
social change •. 
Social concensus and defensible partiality are the most 
important methods used in reconstructionism. The ends and 
means to which reconstructionism is partial are defensible 
only in so far as they can withstand open i~estigation and 
comparison •. The teacher must try to encourage all individuals 
to contribute to the group•. The teacher is impartial in the 
I 
I·~~ 
I 
I 
/ 
' 
' 1,...---
study of social problems but is not impartial in his own be-
liefs and social convictions. 
\. __....r) 
I ' 
' ,I 
! 
Reconstructionism at present operates mainly on the adult I 
I level, with heavy stress placed on workers' education in the 
United States and in Europe. There are numerous signs of ~·­
constructionist practice, soma not·in formal education, such 
,, 75 
as growth of organized labor and consumer cooperatives •. 
76 
Brameld outlines a curriculum plan for secondary schools 
where students 17 to 20 years of age attend. This plan as it 
stands is in the l:llueprint stage and incorporates the values 
75• Ibid~, PP• 391-392. 
76. Ibid., See chapters 19 and 20. 
! 
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" 
and methods or reconstructionism. This curriculum divides the 
four years into areas of study; the first year concentrates on 
and art fields; human relations are studied in the third year, 
and the to~th year work reconsiders all the major fields of 
study covered working out techniques and strategies of attain-
ment. Study takes place in groups with frequent assemblies to 
bring ideas together and present special programs. Below the 
I 
I 
I 
II 
university level a •5-7-4-4" plan is advocated -- nursery 
from the ages one through five; lower elementary from six 
school! 
:::o:::0:::::e:0::::rr:::m::::::.::o:~::::e::e:~ugh sixteen, I 
I 
i 
Relation to society.-- The basis of reconstructionism is 1 
I the attainment of a democratically planned society •. As a critic! 
of the status quo, reconstructionism believes that the school I' 
Il
l 
should form a conception of the better social order and then 
ork to bring it into being. To have progress, there must be a. 
lan that gives direction. Reconstructionist goals are not to 
I e imposed or indoctrinated but must be accepted or rejected by II 
I' majority after social consensus or communicating pro and con 
t
estimony. 
Reconstructionism 
pon the blueprints of 
as a philosophy "•••• focuses attention 
a planned democracy within a country such 
s America, in which every essential institution is organized 
nd systematized in the interests of, and under the control of, 
I 
II 
4.8 
" 
I I 
the majority of the peopae." An international perspective 
for reconstructionist aims is necessary if American civilization 
78 I 
is to survive and reorganize itself.. Brameld summarizes re- I 
constructionist educational philosophy when he says" •••• organ-
,ized education, from nursery schools through the adult level, 
land including the chief agencies of pupil opinion, is primarily 
dedicated to constructing a planned democracy both at home and 
abroad •. " 
77~ Ibid., p. 528. 
78. Ibid., p. 529. 
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CHAPTER III 
A SURVEY OF WAYS IN WHICH CONTEMPORARY AFFAIRS 
ARE TAUGHT IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
I 1. Methods and Materials Used in the Reaearchh 
1 
on the Teaching of Contemporary Affairs 
! I This study is concerned with evaluating the educational 
1 philosophy underlying the various practices of contemporary 
I I 
1 affairs at the present time. Materials used to determine the I, 
I i present practice of 
I 
! 
contemporary affairs include representative 1 
l 
I courses of study in social studies of United States public se- I 
I I condary 
I 
I courses 
I 
i 
schools and junior high schools in a few cases. The 
of study date primarily from 1945 and a few to 1940 
where no other material was available. Educational literature, ! 
I including periodicals and text books on the teaching of social il 
I ~~~ I studies,; was analyzed. Recent surveys of the teaching of cur-
l rent affairs are also included. Personal observation of cur- !' 
I 
rent affairs classes in and around Boston, and conversations i 
with teachers and department heads were a part of this research.\
1 II 
, Secondary social studies courses of study from all sectional 
J of the United States, totaling fifty-six, were analyzed to de- I 
[termine the amount of emphasis given to the teaching of current 
!I 
I, 
affairs. Most courses of study are offered as a guide to the 
teacher; some following it carefully, while others pay little 
attention to them. Five schools in and around the Boston area I' ,I 
il 
~ 
" 
I 
I 
having written courses of study on the social studies with re- II 
!i 
ference to current affairs were visited. I' Classes in which cur- : 
I 
I 
I 
rent affairs were being taught were observed in order to see 
I 
the relationship between what the course of study claimed was 
being taught and the actual practice in the classroom. This 
sampling was taken in order to obtain some idea of how faith-
fully individual teachers carry out the aims and methods sug-
gested in the course of study. The fact that individual teacher~ , 
with their varying approaches, interests, and methods in the 
last analysis determine the way current affairs is taught or is 
not taught is a foremost consideration •. 
2. Classroom Observations of Contemporary Affairs Teaching 
In reference to contemporary affairs, the Boston Public 
1_ 
Schools course of study for United States History says, 
"The committee recommends that important happenings 
of the present day be kept constantly in mind and that 
frequent reference be made to them in order: 1) to make 
both past and present clearer through comparisons, and 
2) to teach pupils to see beyond the headlines and to 
develop the habit of critical reading. Current events 
should not, however,. take the place of serious study of 
the background of the present or supplant the regularly 
designated lessons." 
The curriculum guide said that there was no one best method to 
carry out these objectives but that pupil activity should be 
encouraged. School A, a boy's high school ot high repute,, was 
visited, conversations were held with the department head and 
with the teacher of the class observed. One teacher regularly 
I 
I 
I 
il 
II 
II 
1. Boston Public Schools Course of Study for United States His- / 
torv, 1943, PP• 19-20. 
t! ·<;tr"'l Unrv~~rty 
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I 
conducts a "current events period" once-aweek-using the paper I 
Our Times which is edited for students •. I The other teachers of 1 
1 
the social studies department refer to current affairs incident-, 
1 ly in their teaching and also use Our Times which is distribu- 11 
ted to the students and optionally read by them. The class ob- j 
served was a college section American history group. The ma-
terial for the day was based on fifteen questions prepared by 
the teacher based on the articles in Our Times. Students were 
called upon to answer the questions which they had written •. 
Material from sources other than the edited paper was brought 
into the discussion, based on the recitation method. The tea-
I 
I 
!I 
II 
II 
li 
II 
!I 
II 
1 
cher encouraged student opinion and did not touch upon a sub- II 
l
ject without pressing for their opinions.. ij 
I School B, another boy's high school, rol1 .. ing this course II 
of study,: had no set procedure for treating current affairs.. 11 
I' The government classes subscribe to OW Times, and a "current I 
II 
l1 
events period" once a week is based on this publication. The 
American history classes have optional subscriptions to this 
paper and have no set pattern for current affairs •. :, ,, 
School C, a girl's high school under this school system, II 
had no set procedure for dealing with current affairs; the head II 
of the department claiming that there was "too much material II 
q 
. li 
that had to be C"GVered. •• A freshman civics class following the il 
!1 
commercial course was observed.. As the :majority in this class I 
I 
I bad a disinterested attitude, the teacher allowed the class to 1 
discuss current happenings even though they might not be signi-
ficant current affairs. The class reviewed previously studied 
i 
I 
I 
I 
material on presidential primaries in a drill, reciution me-
Ithod •. Questions concerning information of "what, how many, 
when" were stressed. 
i 
I 
11 
I 
In school d, a co-educational high school, the course of J 
2 I 
study said, i[ 
"The necessity of emphasizing the teaching of current I' 
history and of developing a broader perspective of the I 
current problems of society is a 'must". College students j 
can usually profit greatly from the use of such magazines I 
as Time, US News, and Newsweek. Scholastic is also an ex- [ 
cellent source. The habit of reading the daily newspaper 
should be stressed vigorously •. " ~~~ 
The consideration of current issues was also stressed in the 
II 
non-college United States History courae. The bulletin on so-
3 
cial studies objectives in this school~'.says, 
"Reduced to the simplist terms possible the basic 
purpose of social studies instruction in ---- High Bohool 
is to promote the development of responsible individuals. 
who can and will work with other responsible citizens, in 
promot1~ of common good. Such indivtduals must be rea-
sonably well-informed, self-disciplined, and willing to 
take active part in civic affairs.". 
Observations of teachers in the department showed different 
methods and approaches. One teacher of Problems of Democracy 
required his students to teep a daily written log of the out-
il 
,, 
II 
'I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
standing events of the local, state, national, and I international! 
scene. Occasionally a panel discussion of several news events 
was held, not necessariry having relations)ip to the regular 
I, 
II 
!I material. Another teacher of civics and ancient history used 
I 
2. College United States Historx Course, Haverhill, Mass., 1952, / 
I p.l. 
. I 
p. 10. 
3· Social Studies ObJectives of Haverhill High School, 1952, 
I 
53 
the procedure of each pupil preparing a short written synovsis 
1
or important local, state, national,, and international news for , 
'presentation in class one day a week.. Several teachers of Ameri~ 
I ,, 
can history used Scholastic,. a magazine edited for students,, il 
~ ~-tng weekly current events discussions on the material in the il 
fasazine. Allusions to current affairs were made when approprt- i 
rte in the regular course work. Students in another American 1,1 
~istory class subscribed optionally to Time magazine and Schlas- iJ 
1 !1 
~ic. There was no set pattern tor current affairs in this class i 
put current happenings were referred to when appropriate to the I 
~opics studied.. ! 
The social studies department of high school E, a co-educa- I 
I 
tional school, bad no written course of study. Tiro classes ob.- l 
I 
served in this school reflected the approach and personality of 11 
I 
~he respective teachers. One American history college group:: dis-1. 
pussed one or two significant current topics once a week, not 
oecessarily having relation to the regular work. The A4erican 
Observer~ a specially edited paper for high school students was 
! 
i 
~sed as background material. References to daily newspapers,. 
~eakly periodicals, radio and television broadcasts were used as \1 
a.dditional material. Many facets of the topic were discussed.. il 
I! 
~he discussion led by the teacher was based on the recitation 
~ethod. In addition to this weekly period, the class bad spent 
~ ~wo months, with one 'or two class meetings a week, on a source 
~heme or a research paper.. Current topics emphasizing the eco-
lomic,. political or foreign policy areas were chosen by the stu-
ants and resea·rch techniques were learned and practiced with 
" 
observed spent a short while discussing the important events of 
the week. There was reference to the "rim countries", Iran and 
South Africa. The geo-political concept of the importance of 
the rim countries was a central reference point for world news. 
The class was completing a unit on Unusual Elections -- Today 
and Yesterday. The Jackson administration and other periods 
were discussed in relation to present politics. The teacher 
lbad leading pertinent questions and led the discussion. Her 
stimulating manner, containing humor and frankness, encouraged 
the class to participate readily in the discussion. 
Another course of study, from a di~ferent school system, 
asserted that "Current affairs should be studied in close rela-
tionship with the regular course;. rambling discussions should be 
avoided ••••• Deliberate and systematic use of newspapers, weekl~ 
magazines, radio news, and new film is one 
4 
tbe social studies •. " 
of the objectives of! 
I 
No formal time is devoted to current at- I 
fairs in this school, each teacher using his own approach. The I 
~· ~e~ett Massachusetts Course of Studv for Social Studies, 195C, 
55. 
head of the department said that a]l teachers weave current af-
fairs into the regular study and that the course of study, ar-
ranged chronologically, is quite faithfully followed. 
As the classes described were observed to discover how 
actual classroom practice compared with aims and methods in 
courses of study, two conclusions can be drawn •. One is tba~ 
i individual teachers do not necessarily follow a course of study. 1 
I 
Therefore, the time, approach, . materials, and content of current 11 
I, 
'I 
affairs teaching lies largely in the bands of the teacher. The \i 
other important point is that current affairs teaching takes ji 
I 
place even when there is no written course of study. Therefore, !1 
I 
evidence discovered in analyzing courses of study of the teach- ' 
I ing of current affairs must be considered in terms of the great I 
variety of ways it can be taught. Also those courses of study 1 
that do not mention current affairs doeaonot..:neeeasar~ly pre-
elude its being taught •. 
~ •. Courses of Study Referring to Coatemporary Affairs Teaching 
I or tbs fifty-six courses of study analyzed from all sec-
tions of the country, fifteen mention or describe in detail 
methods and materials to be used in teaching contemporary af-
fairs. This proportion could mean that in a majority of cases 
,, 
il 
current affairs is not dealt with or that teaching it is taken II 
for granted and thus is not especially stated in courses of stud~. 
Some of the bulletins suggested specific methods and materials, il 
while others just described aims of current affairs teaching or 
1
. 
prescribed specific time for such instruction. 1 
Courses of describi a ms of current affairs teachi 
I 
1 ~._._r~e~s~c~r~i~b~i~~s~e~c~i~f~i~c~t~i=m~e~.~- The courses of study for sociali 
i 
studies of New Mexico and Oklahoma briefly mention that current "j 
5 l 
events should be t1ed 1n w1th life s1tuattons. The Yak1ma, I\ 
abington Junior High School bulletin advocates the use 6f cur- II 
ent affairs papers edited for student use, and 20% of class 
for current affairs.- "The classroom teacher should deter-
ine upon a plan of presentation and testing that will justify 
6 
he time given to this material." The Berkeley, California 
unior High Schools recommend that specific time should be de-
7 
oted to the magazine Current Events. Colorado's course of 
I 
! 
I 
I 
II 
il 
II 8 
for secondary schools social studies says, "social stu- II 
ies should give attention to current problems, many of which 
i 
re highly controversial in nature." The Minnesota bulletin I 
- I 
contends that current materials often make a good starting point 11 
9 _ I 
or a social studies unit. The El Paso Texas iecondary schools 1 
i 
offer another viewpoint of current affairs teaching.. The course 1 
i 
1
of study says, "Def'ini te provision f'or the enlargement of acti- [ 
~ities for the bright student should be made along following I ' 1~. 'course of Stud;y; ror New Mexico Secondary 3oc1al Studies,. 
1
1 
1946, P• 5· 
, klahoma State De artment of u.cation, 1949, pp. 4-6. ~1_~1 •. Yakima Public Schools, Grades 7 1 ,9, 1947, p. 10. . 
• Berklelei Public Junior High Schools, 1947, p. 10. ~~· 
8. State of' Colorado Course of Study for Secondary School Social i 
tudie , 1940, p. 19. I! 
Instruction in the Social Studies -- Minnesota, 11 
il 
I 
I 
i 
[ 
! 
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57 
• • • • lines •••• making oral reports and giving current events 
The New York City Junior High School course of study
11 
says, ~ 1
1 
"The relating of current affairs to topics or units being stu-
- i 
died at every grade level tends to vitalize the work and furthurl 
to unify the approach.~ The Providence, Rhode Island course 1 
12 
of study in Ancient History asserts, •use current events 
directly,,regularly, and frequently. Whenever possible, the~ 
I 
should be related to the social studies unit under consideration+ 
••••. Current events provide particularly a good means of stimu- I 
I 
lating pupil interest in the ~arious units." 
Courses of study with suggestions of specific methods an4 
materials.-- Some of the courses of study suggested specific 
methods in teaching current affairs. The current events con• 
test, posting pictures of outstanding men without their names 
4 13 
appeared in the Delaware bulletin.. The New Jersey course of 
study for Problems of Democracy strongly advocates the use of 
I 
I 
I 
adult newspapers and periodicals rather than periodicals edited I 
lfor school use. Current materials should be integrated with the I 
!regular study of the units which make up the course. Bulletin ! 
~oards, committee work,, and rotating student cba~rman of class 1 
discussion are suggeste4. With a student chairman leading class 
discussion, the teacher would participate as a member of the 
-.-·~ 
O. El Paso, Texas Public Schools Course of Study for High School 
~ocial Studies, 1947, P• 4. 
rl• Course of Study, 7,8,9th Grade Social Studies, New York Citr, 
950, p. iv. 
2. Course of Study in Ancient History, Grade 9, Providence, R. I' 
942, p. 14. 
3. A Suggested Organization of a Social Studies Program for Sec-
ondarv School A f'oY' Da1 aw,~;~,_ , ar::.1 ,... , , ~ 
" 
group giving guidance when necessary. The suggested procedure 
is that one period a week be used for discussion of a special 
14 
topic. 
The South Dakota High Schools recommend that a current 
events paper specially prepared for high schools be used in 
their combination economics, sociology, and government c,ourse •. 
"Current topics associated with the class material under dis-
15 
cussion could well be discussed once a week.~ 
16 
Vermont secondary schools advocate use of newspaper 
clippings, magazine articles, and political cartoons. Pupil 
interests are encouraged for special reports. The New Jerser 
17 
Guide for the Teaching of United States History suggests the 
use of current issues at the end of each topical unit.. These 
issues, consisting of pressing problems could be used in two 
~ays -- as motivation for a study of each of the topics pre-
sented, and as a culmination of the topic with previous study 
of the historical background. The bulletin urges, "Whichever 
I.,...,~ 
I~ 
I 
~ethod is used these parts of the guide should not be elimin- , 
1a I ated.~ The guide recognizes the importance of current affairs 1 
and recommends that attention be given to such study.. The ~ 
~unt of time, methods to be used, and the type of reading rna.-
~ rial to be used is left to the discretion of each school syste~~ 
.4. A Guide for Teacb,tns Problemg of Amerigan Democracy, New I 
J'ersey, 1941, pp. 49-51· \ 
~~-948, pp. 2-4. I La. Ibid., p. 4. 
!1-5· Senior Social Studies, South Dakota High Schools, 1947,: P• 9.1 
11-6• Vermont Secondary Schools Coyrse of Study, 1943, p. 23. I 
11-7. A Guide for the Teaching of United States History, New Jerseylr 
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I 
The Iowa oourse of study gives the most thorough dis-
==·"''------=-=-=-IF==---==-=--=-==-================~~========#==== 
following procedures are suggested: bulletin board, clipping II 
I 
file, committee method, cooperative investigation, debate forum,j 
dramatization, Junior Town Meetings, outside speakers, legisla- \~ 
II 
II 
tive method, question box, and panel discussions. 
20 
The New Hampshire course of study offers constructive 
suggestions to teachers emphasizing committee work, panel dis-
I cussion, pupil leadership of discussion and relation of current 
i 
events studied to the unit under consideration. 
Conclusions concerning research on courses of study.--
Three important points result from the study of the various 
1 courses of study. First, aims and procedures set forth in. the 
course of study seldom are binding on the teacher to teach in 
the suggested manner. The teacher may use or disregard the 
suggestions as he desires. Second,. the weekly "current events 
I 
I 
I· 
il 
I 
I 
I 
i 
period" is most often suggested as current affairs instruction. j 
Material covered may or may not have relationship to the regular! 
I 
I 
class work. This period can be conducted in a variety of ways 
from student led discussions to a recitation period with a 
specially edited current events paper as the textbook •. Third, \ 
the weekly current events period stresses the coverage of the I 
aost important recent events. This treatment, most widely used,l 
can be designated as current events w•atruction, while the rarer 
!practice ~f 1ntei!jrat1ng recent events with the regul.ar curricu- II 
lum can be called current affairs or contemporary affairs~ j 
20. Program of Studies Recommended for the Public Schools of 
New Hampshire, Grades VII to XII, 194Q, pp. 35-46. : 
..... 
teaching. Thus while many courses of study as well as social ! 
I 
studies teachers claim to be teaching current affairs, they are i 
actually teaching current events as a weekly summary of the newel 
I 
without adequate interpretation and relation to regular materialt 
Additional descriptions of social studies programs~-- In I 
a booklet published by the National Council for the Social s•u-
22 
dies seventeen descriptions of social studies programs are 
discussed. Only five schools mention the teaching of current 
events with the weekly current events period and use of edited 
papers for pupils. Fort Smith, Arkansas says there is a close 
/correlation between basic units and current issues and Winona, 
Minnesota claims there should be a relationship. The other 
cities -- Evanston, Illinois; Normal, Illinois, and Cleveland, 
Ohio do not stress the need for relating current issues to the 
regular curriculum. 
4. Material from Educational and Other PeriQdicals 
Past research.~- The periodicals studied to determine the 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
II 
II 
!! 
II 
il 
present practice of current affairs date primarily from 1945 to I 
23 
the present. Murra in analyzing current events procedures in / 
1937 commented, "The literature on the subject of the teaching 
21. See pp. 1-6. 
22. Henry Kronenberg (editor), Programs and Units in the Social 
Studies, National Council for the Social Studies, 1941. 
i 
l1 
I 
I 
23. Wilbur E. Murra, "Contributions of Research to the Teaching 
of Current Events", The Contributions of Research to the Teach-
ing of the Social Studies, Eigth Yearbook, National Council for I 
Social Studies, 1937, pp. 188-189. jl 
I I 
I~ 
of current events consists largely of statements of opinion 
enthusiastically advocating the practice and equally enthusias-
tic reports of particular instances of classroom experiences." 
This same situation prevails at present as the articles appear-
ing in the educational journals either express the necess~ty 
and desirability of teaching current affairs or are description~ 
I 
These articles concern the ill 
relatively unusual methods, not necessarily because they are 
of particular classroom procedures. 
new but that the methods are the ideal, or what ought to be 
done. The vast majority of teachers using a weekly current 
events period with a specially edited paper do not write these 
articles. Therefore it cannot be assumed that procedures des-
cribed in educational literature are generally practiced •. 
I 
In 1937 the American Education Press took a survey of cur- I 
I
I 
rent events teaching and sent questionaaires to 4,000 secondary 
school teachers from all parts of the country. In 7-6% of the I 
I 
cases there was no current events instruction; 36.2% of the 
II teachers gave instruction incidentally; 44.6% used one period 
per week for current events; 11.6% used a few minutes each day; I 
and 72.5% of current events instruction was carried on by social! 
24 ;, 
studies teachers. ' 
Articles in educational journals.-- Articles appearing in 
educational periodicals can be divided into three types --
1) those dealing with aims, objectives, and the need for current! 
affairs instruction; 2) articles which advocate methods, pro- 11 
1cedurea, and approches; 3) articles which describe methods and II 
24 •. Ibid., p. 192. . 
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fie classrooms. Articles in the first two classes very often 
i :::c:~::dw:::o::Sht to be. The most informative commentaries ' I 
Articles that are especially helpful in discussing aims,, 1 
obJectives, and the need for aurrent affairs instruction include~' 
1. Anderson, Howard R., "Guidance for Active, Articulate I 
Citizenship", Educatio?al Leadership, (November I 
1948)' 6:81-83. . ll 
2. Champlin, Carroll D.,, "Educational Implications of Cur-
rent Events",, The-School Review, (May-June 1949), 
57:267-275· 
• 3· Gatbany, J. Madison, "Teaching Pupils to Think for Them- j 
selves", The Social Studies, (February,, 1951), I 
42:78-83. 
i 
4 •.. Gross, R. E., "Controversial Issues and Educational i 
Freedom", The Social Studies, (May 1951), ~2:195-19~. 
- I 
5· Hartshorn, Merrill F., "Teaching Contemporary Affairs", 
Social Education, (October 1950), 14:245-246. 
6 •. Irwin, Leonard B., "Teaching Contemporary Efenta~ ~;'The 
Social Studies, (March 1949), 40:133-134. ~ 
The most informative articles advocating methods and ap-
roaches include: 
I 
I 
1. Anderson, Howard R., "Technigues in Teaching Current 
Affairs", School Life, (November 1946), 29:3-5· 1 
2. Doering, Anita L., "How We Can Make the Teaching of I 
Current Events-Interesting and Effective",- The i 
Social Studies, (December 1951), 42:336-338. 1 
3. Fair, Jean, "Current Events in World History", The Teach_jl 
ing of World History, Twent1•th Yearbook, National . 
Council for the Social Studies, 1949, pp. 138-144.. II 
4. Fisher, William H., "Current Events in the History Class"!! 
Clearing House, .(February 1946), 20:338-339. 
I 
il !I 
5·· Gathany, J. Madison, "The Teaching of Current ~vents 
and American History", The Social Studies, (Novem-
ber 1951), 42:289-293· 
I 
6. Heathcote, Charles W., "Teaching Current History", The 'I' 
Social Studies, (December 1945), 36:357-359 •. 
I 7•· Horvath, Kenneth G., "New Techniques in Teaching Current! 
Events", Industrial Arts and Vocational Education, I (June 1948), 37:224.. , 
! 
8. Lawrence, Herman H., "Methods of Teaching Current Events , 
The Sfcial Studies, (October 1938), 29:245-250. J 
g •. Luminati, Charles E.~ "21 Devices for Teaching Current 1 
Events", The Clearing House, (September 1940), 15: 
1 
36-39... 1 
10. Me Lendon, Jonathan, "Current Events Course Can Be I 
Planned", The Journal of Education,. (January 1948), I 
131-tl0-11. 
I 
11. Me Lendon, Jonathan,. "Advance Selection of Current At- i 
fairs", Social Education, (January 1952), 16:31-33· I 
12., Myer, Walter E., "Teaching Today-'s History-- jt Vital 
Task", New York Times Magazine, Jarmary 23, 1949, 
pp. 12 ff •. 
13 ... Myer, Walter E. and Clay Coss, "The New York Times Re-
port", Civic Leader, (February 27, 1950), 17:1-4. 
-14. Wolfson, Martin, "The Current Events Approach", ~ 
Journal of Education, (February 1949), 132:50-52. 
25 
Kimball, in discussing time allotment to current affairs 
I 
I 
I 
says, i 
"There are three schools of thought concerning i 
the utilization of current events in the curriculum: (a} a 11 
demand for a separate period to be devoted to current event~ 
instruction; (b) incidental use of current events to bring 1 
any particular course up)to date; and (c) use of current 1 
events to serve as a starting point or to motivate interest ! 
for historical study •••••. General practice, where separate ! 
attention to current events is approved seems to be the de-
votion of one period a week in either the social studies or 
the English class. Too frequently, this seems, in practice,\ 
to mean actual curtailment of the social studies class or I 
I 
the English class. byTone:t'pe:qtledt.&:rweek;. this period being 
devoted to a separate course in current events which bears 
little or no relation to the work carried on during the 
other four periods of the week." 
Specific examples of these procedures will be described below. 
Brown, a member of the staff making the New York Times 
Current Affairs aurvey in 1949, describes the vartous approaches 
used in current affairs teaching. He qualities these descrip• 
tions by explaining that the more promising or best approaches 
26 
are noted rather than all the practices in existence. Des-
criptions of olassroem procedures from eduoatianal journals will 
27 
be noted under the follewing catagories described by Brown: 
leUrrent affairs as l) an integral part of the social studies 
course; 2) the basic part of the social studies course; 3) the 
basic material in a skills unit; 4) a basis for the study of 
!government; 5) a basis for the development of democratic atti-
ltudes; 6) a basis for developing community service concepts. 
The writer adds another extremely prominent approach -- 7) our-
1
rent affairs as a weekly study. 
I 
1) Current affairs as an integral ttart of the social studiei • 
I sent 
This approach stresses the relationship between the pre-
and the past, integrating contemporary affairs materials 
with the regular course work. Current affairs that relate di-
rectly to the material being studied can either be used as a i 
culmination of the topic or as the starting point for hist0r1calll 
study. The f~er procedure was used by a twelfth grade class I 
26. Nathan Brown, "Present Practice in the Use of Contemporary I 
Affairs in the Secondary School", The Teaching of Contemporary 1 
Affairs, 21st Yearbook, National Council for the Social Studies, 
-.,.,r !... .r• 96a 
27. Ibid., pp. 88-96. 
II·.~ .. 
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at the Sidney i&Dier High School in Montgomery, Alabama, study-
28 
ing a unit on the Reconstruction Period. Indentifying the 
problem of civil rights in our aociety,, the students analyzed 
i 
i. 
! 
I 
the problem as it exists today by studying the Civil Rights Billj 
I 
which was currently before the United States Congress.. i 
I Gathany describes a course in which the teaching of ten- I 
[book content and currant events as an integral part of the coursi 
'are used as instruments for the understanding and strengtheing jj 
29 . 
of American democracy. The first three or more weeks are used 
to gather newspaper clippings which are then organized by the 
students according to topics, units, or p~oblems. During this 
exploration period, the teacher gives careful attention to the 
solution of the difficulties of individual students. I The nature 1 
of democracy, various principles, phases and problems of our 
ational economy, effective habits of study, and practice in I 
ormulating fact and thought questions for class discussion are I 
I 
,considered. Textbook assignments at the end of the introductory 1 
eriod involve the reading ot a whole unit with particular atten~ 
ion to important movements, problems, and trends •. Important I 
uestions for class discussion are considered. Textbook assign- ) 
I 
ents at the end of the introductory period involve the reading I 
\ 
!! 
8. Ibid.' p. 8. II 
9. J:'"""iadison Gathany, 11 The Teaching of Current Events and Ameril~ 
an History", The Social-Studies, (November 1951), 42:289-293. 11 
' :\ 
il I 
I 
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of a whole unit with particular attention to important movements~ 
problems, and trends. Important questions and problems in our I' 
history that have been settled are covered in a comparatively 
short time. The textbook problems of current importance and 
! 
I 
I 
I 
new problems since publication of the textbook are thoroughly I! 
II 
II discussed. Each problem, taken as a unit is 'traced either from 11 
its beginnings to the present or in a reverse manner. The class~ 
i• 
room is regarded as a workshop or a social studies laboratory. i! 
The realization and appreciation of American ideals, principles,! 
I 
and aims with training in careful, unbiased critical thinking / 
are the major purposes of the course. I 
I 
A similar approach is used by students in the East Bakers- I 
field High School in California.:
0 
Students spend time at the I 
beginning of the course analyzing newspapers and periodicals forj 
their biases and viewpoints. Each unit in the American history /I 
course starts with the present and works back to the past with 11 
continual reference to current materials. 
II 
2) Current affairs as the basic part of the social studies i 
I 
I 
I 
course.-- Where the center of the approach is in terms of con-
temporary affairs, the social studies is often a part of a core i 
curriculum plan, a unified studies concept, or a general educa-
1
1 
tion approach. Topics as "How can business be improved?" and 
-
"How can we live at peace with other nations?" are included in al 
30. Katherine Dresden, "We Read 144 Periodicals a Week", The 
Social Studies, (October 1948), 39:254. I' 
l! I· 
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I 
.. 
~ 
twelfth year core program in Santa Barbara, California.. Well 
organized problems of democracy courses use appr~priate current 
affairs •. 
Several proposals have been made for a course devoted 
solely to current affairs, the most revolutionary is one made 
32 
by Myer. He advocates a required five-hour-a-week course in 
current history from the ~unior high school through college, 
the subject matter to be the events and problems, national and 
international, as they develop. At present there are high 
school courses in existence that use current affairs as the 
basis of study. Several such courses are based on the Program 
of Information on World Affairs, sponsore~ by The Minneapolis 
33 
~· The teacher's Guide, to be used in connection with 
program, consists of twenty-six current significant world prob-
lems that are selected and outlined with suggested reading be-
fore each school year. This program, adaptable especially to 1 
courses in World History, emphasizes the present issues, using /1 
~~~ 
31. Brown, op. cit., p. 89. /
1 32. Walter E. Myer, "Teaching Today's History -- A Vital Task", 1 
New York Times Magazine, January 23, 1949, pp. l2ff. 
33. The Program ot Information on World Affairs service is spon-
sored by newspapers in five areas of the United States. More 
than 3,500 teachers use this weekly study plan. The Program is 
used in 32 states and is sponsored b~ the following newspapers: 
The Minneapolis Star, Denver Post, Des Moines Register, Toledo 
Blade, and Portland ( 8'regon) J ourna.l. 
II 
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historical background as supplementary materi
0
anle tcolafsusbbhi·neWrorld ~~~~ 
clarify and explain the present situation. 
34 
History using the Minneapolis Star program spent the first 
three weeks of· the course in introductory preparation. Books 
such as Wells's Outline of History and Van Loon's Story of Man-
~ were read in addition to class discussions of the outstan-
ding developments of major periods of world history using such 
In order to st1- I 
mulate interest in current world events and develop skill in II 
identifying and selecting significant events from those of an j1 
,I 
aids as time lines and chronological graphs. 
ephemeral nature, the class analyzed newspapers, radio news, 
and other current materials. The study of problems listed in 
the Guide crossed subject lines, including material from geog-
I 
II I, 
II I' 
jl 
rapby, history, economics, sociology, and government, and all 
types of current material were used. 
Several articles described courses that studied current \ 
at'fairs primarily, including the one year current hi story course I' 
in the high school division of the Milwaukee Vocational and 1
1 35 
Adult Schools, the current news course at the Solomon Juneau 
36 
High School in Milwaukee, Wisconsia, and a semester course in 
I 
current problems at the George Was.angton High School in Alexan-
37 
dria, Virginia. The latter problems course arose because of I 
! 
34. Fay M. Wesley and Jonathan c. Me Lendon, "Or_ganizing World II 
History Around Current World Affairs", The TeachiD.S o~ •el'ld 11 
is or . 20th Yearbook, National Council for the_ Social Studies, 11 
1949, pp. 84&91. " s i 5 .. Ruth D. Cortell, ttThe Five-Day News Survey Course , The oc 
tudies, (February 19~0), 41:48-70. " 
3 • Maude s. Staudenmayer, "Study of the News , Clearing House, 
(January 194 7) , 21: 288- 2d9i~=,l~:=.~-~~"i:i'ii'ir==P.imfl~ 
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the expressed needs of students leading out of their study of ll 
j, 
personal problems. Student planning was paramount in selecting l,:li 
the topics to be studied. Criteria for selection of pertinent ,, 
II 
li 
subjects was set up and units to be studied were discussed in ii 
'I 
committees after reading current materials. j[ 
l! 
3) Current affairs as the basic material in a skills unit.-11 
Current materials are used by many social studies teachers as 11 
II 
the basis for developing such skills as critical thinking. il 
'I Sometimes these exercises or units are combined with historical l1 
materials and more often the developllent of this skill is inte- I 
l 
grated into a co~se rather than carried out in an isolated j 
manner •. II I 
The teacher of a Sequoia Union High School class in Redwood\ 
I 
City, California uses current affairs to develop critical think- 1
1
1 
ing.
38 
The teacher prepares "What do you think?" tests by co- I 
pying a paragraph from a current magazine and adding a series of iJ 
alternative conclusions with reasons for these conclusions. The 
students check their conclusions and reasons for them and then I 
the class discusses and defends their positions. 
I, 
4) Current affairs as a basis for the study of government. --11 
Observing the operations of local, state, and national officials II 
are activities carried on by high school students throughout the II 
II 
visits the state capitol every year. Many teachers urge their 
II 
II 
II 
!I 
country. In Pittsburg, California, the senior problems class 
students to attend local city council meetings and at Macon, 
38. Dresden, op •. cit., p. 253· 
Georgia, one class annually visits the city council accompanied 
by their parents •. 
One of the most popular current affairs activities is the 
election project. Students ~epresent candidates in the various 1 
parties, make campaign speeches and hold elections that closely 
parallel adult activities. Sometimes the election projects ex-
I 
tend into action in the community. Students in Erie, Pennsyl- .1 
vania and Detroit, Michigan carried on projects which increased j 
II 
II 
'II Edina-Morningside high school, Edina ¥tnnesota carried on an 
the percentage of citizens voting in the primary elections. 
Students in the eleventh grade social studies classes at 
39 II 
ambitious project urging citizens to register.. The students ij 
'ft'ot.e, printed, and distributed 3, 000 handbills and repeated tbell 
procedure before election day.. 1l 
I 
5) Current affairs as a basis for the development of demo- \i 
II 
cratic attitudes.-- Cynical attitudes of young people can be II 
overcome through the use of current affairs materials. Examples!\ 
of political reform, social and individual achievement can be lj 
II found to mabch the more pessimistic news. Students in a class I\ 
in the Westview High School, Pennsylvania follow a procedure II 
where they seek points of view foreign to theirs and analyze 1
1
1 
40 i 
them. Brown describes the class, II 
"At the beginning of each week each pupil received an lr 
outli~e containing three or four problems related to the . 
39. George Grim,· "Democracy Feels· Fine, Thanks to 
Social Education,-(October 1951), 15:282. 
II 
Edina Pupils~~~ 
40. Brown, op. cit., p. 93· 
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- -- period or area being studied in world history. During 1
1
\ 
the week, students prepared for discussion on one or more jl 
of these by reading widel~. One study sheet used included 1 
the following questions: If' you were a Norwegian, what 1'1 
attitude would you want your government to take with re- 1 
spect to the Russians? 'Why'? Why are both the democratic !I 
countries and Russia i-nterested in having the assistance I 
of' the Scandinavian countries in any approaching conflict?!" 
6) Current affairs as a basis for developing community 
concepts • .-- There are various instances where students carry 
on projects that have a definite effect upon their community. 
41 
Brown comments, 
I· 
II 
II 
II 
!I 
II 
"There are numerous instances of' students being in- I 
vited to speak before church groups, service clubs, inter- I 
national relations groups~ In some of the larger cities, 1
1 
student discussion panels are regularly arranged by the 
Foreign Policy Association, the Council on World Affairs, il 
and the u. N. Associations. 1 
II In San Jose, California, students in the Abraham Lincoln High School have taken the leadership in the Community Chest and the March of Dimes campaigns, and, 
in numerous instances, students have set up and managed 
school chest programs of a similar nature. There are 
instances of' such varied contributions by students as 
the preparation of voter's manuals, of census taking, 
of poll taking, of traffic count, of directing a safe 
and sane Halloween campaign." 
II 
!I 
It 
II 
I! 
~ I 
II 
II! 
Some classes studying local community problems have engaged in I 
II 
service projects which add to an understanding of the community II 
I 
to alleviate needy conditions~ and enable students to take action 
42 
Burr describes these activities;) ~~~ 
"In Renton, Washington, a high school civics class, 
11 
studying community health and recreation problems, organ- IJ 
ized a project in which 15,000 toys were collected and 1 
II 
I 
41. Ibid., p. 96. 
42. Elbert W. Burr, "Experiences in Civic Action in the Secon-
dary School", The Teaching of' Contemporary Affairs, Twenty-first'! 
Yearbook, National Council for the Social Studies, 1950, p •. 104.
1 
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repaired for local children's hospitals. Students from 
the tenth ~rade social studies classes at the University 
of Chicago s Laboratory School took part in week-end work 
camps held under the auspices of the American Friends ier-
vice Committee. These work camps provided an opportunity 
for young people to perform physical labor -- painting, 
plastering, and o~dinary scrubbing -- in an effort to im-
prove some of the worst slum dwellings in the city of Chi-
cago." 
1'.74 
I 
I 
I 
I. 
I! 
I High school students of Holtville, Alabama, helped 
dically transform their poverty~stricken community to a 
to ra- I 
prosper- I 
ous one. Beginning with student initiative, local townspeople 
' 
cooperated in building a new slaughterhouse, installing a re-
frigeration plant, building a cannery, installing plumbing ana 
electricity and modernizing many of the rural homes and struc-
43 
tures in the community. 
7) Current affairs as a weeklv study.-- The consideration 
of current affairs once a week is a common practice in social 
studies classes. Techniques vary from recitation from a weekly 
paper edited for school use to student planned activities. In 
44 
the Claremont Caltfornia High School, the following programs 
are rotated each week: an Information Please quiz program; a 
panel discussion, a Town Meeting discussion, and a teacher-led 
discussion when-the teacher clarifies any misunderstandings of 
current problems •. 
The conversation or informal discussion technique 
ticed in the senior problems classes at the Frederick, 
i3. Ibid., pp. 109-111. 
44. Lyle C. Martin, "Current Events: Quiz, Panel, Town Meeting, 
Discussion", The Clearing House, (February 1947}, 21+256-257· 
! 
II 
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High School. Using a specially edited papereas~~-'the1~·bas!c I 
reading re11ource, and supplemented by reading current materials,! 
one or two topics were preli&J'ed f'or each current problems day. ~~ 
Chairs arranged in a circle helped to create a friendly and in- 11 
formal atmosphere. Only those students giving special-reports II 
II 
were allowed to use notes.. After many sessions of discussion, 11 
the shy students were drawn into the discussion and by the end !I 
of the term, all the students conversed with confidence about 
debatable significant issues. During the discussions, the tea-
cher kept in the background as much as possible, entering the 
conversations only when absolutely necessary. After awhile,, 
students led the discussions and prepared leading questions •. 
A variation of the weekly specific time devoted to current 
affairs or more often in practice the surface treatment of cur-
rent events, is the news period at the beginning of each class. 
46 
At the Ethical Culture High School in Fieldston, New York, a II II 
I 
! 
student chairman asks the class for discussion of what they con-I 
aider the most important recent events •• When interest slackens, I, 
I the teacher clarifies or emphasizes special points in the news 1 
which seem to merit attention. The teacher' a sense of balance II 
determines the length of the neva discussion. If there is no 
current issue of importance to consider, the class continues 
II I I, 
I! 
!I with the history lesson.. Students are encouraged to read news- 1
1 ll 
II 45. Katherine L •. Biehl, "Teaching Current Events", Social Educa- 'II 
uon, (November 1951), 15:331-2, 335. i 
William H. Fisher, "Current Events in the History Class," II 
The Clearin Hou.e, (February 1946), 20:338-339. - 11 
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papers and magazines, having the reading of current materials 
as a permanent assignment. Students are responsible for know-
ing the major trends of events, domestic and foreign. 
5· Recent Textbooks in the Teaching of Social Studies 
Thus far, courses of study, classroom observations and 
material from educational periodicals have been considered. 
The textbooks studied, dating primarily from 1945, were an-
alyzed in terms of the attention given to current affairs and 
descriptions of the most prevalent methods. 
Ill_· 
l 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
il 
il Edgar B. Wesley, Teaching the Social Studies, D. C. Heath, 1 
& Co., Boston, 1942, 2nd Edition. 
Wesley devotes one chapter to the teaching of current e-
i 
vents, pp. 428-441, with emphasis on the three major viewpoints! 
concerning its teaching. Wesley says that opinions on the plac 
of current events in the social studies vary from uncritical 
endorsement of teaching any current topic to a complete denial 
47 
of the value of studying current issues. The three major 
48 
viewpoilnts are: 1) the allotment of a specific place in the 
·curriculum for teaching current events; 2) the use of current 
events to help understand the more significant and fundamental 
events of the past; 3) regarding the understanding of current i 
issues as the ultimate objective.. Advocates of the first ap- I 
I 
proach believe that current events should be studied directly, J 
regularly, and frequently. Those who maintain that current I 
I• 
76 
II 
47. Wesley, op. cit., p. 429. L 
48. Ibid., pp. 429-430 •. 
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" 
events should be studied to clarify past events would use cur- II 
I· I! rent issues incidentally and as a motivating device. Current ~I 
events viewed as the object of instruction would be used as mo- II 
I! tivating materials and as points of departure for ~~e study of II 
past events. In describing this procedure, Wesley says, j! 
"A contemporary event would thus throw light upon 1J 
past events and situations, and the resultant under- 1
1
1 
standing of the past would in turn throw additional 
light upon the same current event. • •••. The study of 11 
current events should be part of a circuit going from 
1
, 
the present to the past and back to the pz:-esent." !j 
An example of this approach is that a study of the laieat preai-11 
dential nominating convention would enlighten the study of the 11 
An understanding of 1j 
this past convention with its bargining intrigues and. publicity I 
II 
Republican nominating convention in 1860. 
stunts would increase students• ability to understand the next I 
national convention. 
I. James Quillen and Lavone A. Hanna, Education ~or Social 1 
Competence, Scott, Foresman & Co., Chicago, 1948. !1 
Quillen and Hanna discuss contemporary affairs in reference II 
I to the use of current materials. They believe that newspaper 1 
i 
They coa-J 
~I 
reading should be an integral part of the daily work. 
ment, "Current events cannot be relegated to once a week and II 
li taught from a paper written for classroom use if intelligent 50 
newspaper reading is an objective worth striving for." The 
~ 
classroom newspapers such as American Observer, Our Times, and 
!I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
Senior Scholastic should supplement the daily newspaper but not II 
I 
49. Ibid., p. 430. 
50. Quillen and Hanna, op. cit., P• 253· 
77 
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replace it. Five or ten minutes of class time should be al-
lotted for daily discussion of the current news with longer 
51 
discussions when needed. In addition,, current materials and 
events could be used to initiate a unit., 
I 
II 
II 
Edgar B. Wesley, Teaching Social Studies in High Schools, I 
D. C. Heath & Co., Boston, 1950, Third Edition.. 1 
Wesley devotes a chapter to contemporary affairs, pp. 383-11 
401. The emphasis is Siven to the following topics: the impor-
tance of studying contemporary affairs and its objectives; me-
thod for selecting contemporary materials; criteria for selec-
'1'1 
1, 
ting current events; and integrating contemporary affairs in 
1 
the social studies curriculum. In reference to the latter to- I 
says that " •• •·•· no specific scheme or schedule il' 
52 
pic, Wesley 
- i 
can succeed unless the teacher is convinced of the vitality andl' 
importance of world events. In other words, the philosophy is I 
more important than the technique.~' II ,, 
Maurice P. Moffatt, Social Studies Instruction, Prentice- \1 
Hall, Inc., New York, 1950. II 
Moffatt devotes a chapter to current events, PP• 261-287,, ~~ 
with greatest emphasis upon specific suggestions for c:lbassroom II 
procedures. In discussing the place of current events in the 1
1 I! 
curriculum, he deliniates three schools of thought! 1) current !' 
i 
events as a separate sub.ject w1 thin the social studies curricu- i 
lum with one or more_ periods a week; 2) no definite place or II 
II 
time limit for current events but every social studies teacher II 
II 
51. Ibid.,, PP• 253-254• 
52. 11tal:i:f~, op. cit., P• 396. 
I' 
,I 
,I 
I 
7S 
. 
" 
without sacrificing the established course content material; 
3) a fixed place and amount of time for current events within 
one of the social studies. Two approaches are used under the 
I 
I latter catagory -- one class period a week devoted to current 
events or a definite part of each class period. 53 Moffatt lj as- I~ 
serts,, "The basis for a well-planned and effective current !I 
~ II 
events program should be the allottment of at least one full. II 
period a week either within some particular course of the aoc1a~ 
studies curriculum or as a separate subject." Moffatt gives I 
I considerable attention to suggestions for devices and specific I 
I procedures for teaching current events.. II 
Arthur C. Bining and David H. Bining, Teaching the Social 
Studies in Secondary Schools, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 1952, 
Thilid Edition •. 
Bining and Bining discuss the need for current events in 
the curriculum and their organization as part of a history 
course, taught in connection with English courses, and as a 
separate course. 
\1 
II 
I· 
11 
I 
I 
II 
II 
!I 
II II 
Summary of textbook material.-- Textbooks in the teaching 1,. 
of social studie~ do not give survey evidence concerning the 
II 
teaching of current affairs. Instead, they consider the aims I v 
of current affairs teaching, materials, procedures, and the ma- i 
II 
jor viewpoints concerning its teaching. 
53. Moffatt, op. cit., p. 265. -. 
II 
d !I 
II 
It 
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:1 
6. Survey Studies on the Teaching of 
Contemporary Affairs 
The only recently published books surveying the teaching 
I 
I 
of contemporary affairs were those sponsored by !he New_ York !! 
Times and the California Council for the Improvement of Instruc~~ 
tion, Stanford University. Their findings will be considered I 
below. I 
I 
il The New York Times survey.~- During the school year 1948- 11 
the II 1949, a group of New York teachers conducted a study of 
54 
teaching of current affairs in the nation 1 s schools. Mater1-l1 
ala were gathered from vistts to about 200 school systems from I 
representative cities and towns all over the United States. It 11 
was found that purpose& and procedures in current affairs teachl 
,ing in the primary grades were most nearly identical with the 
1
1 
whole school program. On this level, current affairs was gener-
1 
ally understood as an integral part of the learning experience. i 
I 
It was in the middle and upper levels of elementary school wherell 
mora emphasis was placed on sub:ject matter that divergent prac- 1! 
ticas of current affairs were observed. In this paper, only the 
practices of secondary schools will be considered. II I, 
The major objective of this survey waa to discover and re- II 
port the best techniques found for teaching contemporary affairslf 
As a result the practices described in this book describe the j 
I 
~ ones observed with some less desirable procedures noted to I 
I 
'l'b.e authors used the term "current affairs" to connote more 
show comparisons •. 
54. Delbert Clark (editor) and associates, Current Affairs and 
Mod.ern Education, The New Y0 rk Times, 1950. __________ _ 
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. , depth and bre&th tban "current events•. Thus their meaning coJ 
)
1
1 inc ides with the write~' s use of current affairs and contempo- !I 
!, 55 1! 
I! rary affairs. An important standard of measurement of good II 
teaching used in this survey was how adequately and to what ex- i\ 
" 'I tent teachers were accomplishing the major goals set forth by I q 
i: the Report of the World Organization of the Teaching :Profess1onil 
il (WOTP). The major divisions of the basic purposes for studying 1 
!I 56 1 
current affairs as stated in the WOTP Report are: I 
lj 
!i 
!! 
'I 
II 
!I I. 
11 1. To develop a concern for the immediate and long-
range-welfare of people in our own nation and in other 
countries •. 
11. To help pupils acquire and integrate information 
from many sources needed for an understanding of contem-
porary problems •. ! 
i 
i 111. To develop oomeptence in those skills which are I 
necessary for clear and objective thinking: reading; lis- i 
1
\ ~~~!~~~i:s~~~~t~~~~u=~~~~a~~~~~n~~~l~:~~~:~_ing and 1
1
· I, 
II 
j
1
! lY. To stimulate a continuing interest in reading, !1 
11 listening, inquiring and observing, as ways of keeping . 
,,·_II informed· and as bases for revising one's opinion in the !;\ 
light of new evidence.~ 'i 
;1·\' 'I II 
H Practice of current affairs.-- In addition to observing !I 
il classes where current affairs were being taught, the committee \i 
II interviewed hundreds of teachers and administrators concerning !I 
!I the courses of study in the social studies used in their school41· 
II Their examination revealed that the curriculum is being revised 11 
il I 
\\ and reorganized all over the country, receiving impetus particull 
Jjlarly from the political and social upheavals caused by World !1 
II 
:1 War II. It was found that some of these courses of study make i 
:1 ! 
!! 55· See PP• 4-6.. !'I 
:
1
! 56. Report on the Teaching of Current Aff~irs, Prepared by a i 
. Committee of the National Council for the~social S udies at th& :
1 
-- g n on of the Teaching ro-ess on,, l1 
1948, pp. 7-8. : 
81 
il 
il no mention of current affairs while others endorse it by some 
'I 
h 
[j general statement of which the following is typical: "Current 
h 
il events are an esiential part of the work in social studies •. " 
'i 
II 
!1 a majority of cases no suggestions as to how the teacher could 
!i 
[j make current affairs an essential part of the social studies 
i 
Inj 
j 
:!program were offered. When recommendations were made, the most 
il frequent one 
)': 
suggested was that an average of one day a week be 
57 
:1 devoted to current affairs •. 
I• 
,I 
'I 
j! While courses of study are undergoing major revisions, it 
!i 
I• 
i!was found that teachers feel uncertain about what they should i! 
1; 
!iteach. As a result, the practice in many places is dependence 
,, 
!\upon the course 
:: 
of' study published before revision began or to 
I 
i 
.!I 
II 
~ li !!use no guide at all but the textbook. " ;: !I 
1
1 Current affairs one day a week.-- While the study of pub- il 
i,li :l 
il lllished bulletins was being made, a parallel study of how much !I 
~1 II 
iltime was actually given to current affairs teaching in the class-1+.·' 
:1 !I 
II I· 
:\room was being carried ont. The persistent pattern of teaching il 
;:current affairs as an appendage to some other course one day a il 
:1 II ifweek was found to be a widespread practice in all sections of 11 
It 1! 
!!the country. The pattern did not appear so frequently in cities i 
l! 
:1of the West, in the mountain states, and in the Southwest al-
i! !1 
iithough the pattern would appear in unexpected places, as it did II 
Jlin a small town in Colorado, in contrast to the large cities il 
i! li 
!' !t 
1157. Clark, op. cit., pp. 85-86. 
>I 
!I 
II 
I' 
II 
II 
!I 58 
II !i there which had abandoned the practice. 
:r 
The committee said, :! 
II 
!'I 
I! 
:f 
f 
q 
l1 I: 
" 
"It was evident that the prevailing practice today is to teach ·j 
!I 
It 
H 
The II :I 
current affairs one day a week, with little or no relation to 
59 
what the pupil has been studying the rest of the week." 
writer believes that this type of teaching is not current af-
fairs teaching but is actually the teaching of current events 
amounting to a weekly review of the news. Insights into the 
lj 
li 
!I 
" n 
II 
il 
il 
il 
reasons for the prevalence of weekly current events or current iJ 
affairs teaching as claimed, are teachers' opinions selected at \J 
60 i 
random from many states: :1 
! 
"Illinois: My students work out an outline of current! 
affairs topics from the classroom newspaper in the October! 
issue. Then we use one of these topics each week for dis- I! 
cusaion. 1rl 
1: 
South Carolina: The history book is so long I can 
hardly cover it. We do take current affairs from time to 
time, but I don't have time to take it very often. 
il 
II 
II !, Kansas: We use an edited school newspaper religious-!! 
ly one day a week. The social atudiea courses are too ful~ 
to treat current affairs any other way. :: 
II 
n New Jersey: One day a week i a the only vay:ytooteach \1 
current affairs. If you try it any other way it takes too ill 
much time. We can cover the world in one period a week. 1
1 
" Utah: The tradition here under a previous 
tion was to teach current affairs once a week. 
done away with it, but some teachers are asking 
to the once-a-week use of a publication. 
admini atra1':. We have ! 
to go back! 
Iowa: I feel we should omit discussion of current 
affairs in our American History I course because of lack 
of time. There is more time for it next term in American 
History II. 
:I 
:! 
I 
i) 
!I --:=:-=-~----;i sa. Ibid., PP. 86-87. 
i: 59· Ibid.' p~ 87. 
il 60. Ibid., PP• 88-89. 
II 
'I 
\ 
II 
I' :I I, 
!I 
!I 
ri 
li 
.I 
!i 
:I 
!J 
:r 
II 
.I ,, 
ij 
California: Our social studies courses are too crow-
ded to teach current affairs except in a special current 
affairs course. 
Louisiana: I have been told that I must first finish 
the course of study, and that I can then teach current 
affairs in the time that is left over." 
61 
committee concludes that 
I 
t 
ij 
il 
II 
I 
'r il 
·I 
II 
il 
11 
•••.•• the once a week pattern in current affairs is 
caused by 1) a long tradition of considering current af-
fairs as a separate subject; 2) the ready-to-hand weekly 
periodical edited for classroom use; 3) the teacher's 1 
feeling of compulsion to cover the course of study; 4) thei 
fact that many present courses of study do not give suffi- :
1
· 
cient reco~ition to the place of current affairs in the 
curriculum." 
il 
ll 
Current affairs as a separate subject.-- Current affairs 
II taught as a separate subject was generally a variation of the 
il 
i/ modern problems course. 
I· 
The course in current issues, gener-
il ally an elective at the senior high school level may be called 
il 
il 
'i il 
Current Events, Contemporary Affairs or Current History and coni· 
sists of a study of the contemporary scene with its historical 
lj ii background and its significance for the future. The Problems I 
l.! of Democracy course, dealing with problems that are 1~permanentl~' 
\1 current, is often a required course at the senior high school ~~~ 
\I level. In some schools, this course is taught in the more tra- ! 
~~ ditiona.l manner of covering the subject, while in others curren~~ 
!I issues pertinent to the subject are integrated. i! 
I I ~ I 
11 Current affairs integrated with a unit.!""- Integration of [I 
:r 11 
\' current affairs w1 th the unit work can be carried on in a var- \i 
liety of ways. The current aspects of an tissue can be studied 1
1
) 
!i 11 
1161. Ibid •• P• 89. II 
q 
II 
!I 
!I 
II 
'I 
either before or after the historical approach. Thus a unit 
'1\ 
of work can be motivated by a current issue or a unit can be :I 
li 
focused on solving a current problem. The counter-chronologi- !I 
il 
:I 
II 
II 11 tea.ching history backwards" was found not to 'i cal approach or 
I; 
·,i be popular with 
~ \ 
teachers. Their reasons we;.e a lack of history 11) 
:t 
'i books arranged to begin with the present; lack of training to 
li !~use this method; and importance of developing in students the 
,, 62 
I' ii concept of a logical time sequence •. 
,I 
The committee o'bserved an eleventh-year class in United 
i,j 
lj 
I, 
d 
!! 
I 
I 
I 
i\ States history in the high school at Bloomfield, New Jersey \1 
~~using a current situation to begin their study of history. 63 II 
'1:, In studying the colonial period in the United States, the class \) 
;!i first considered the colonial situation in the world at that \I II I 
iltime. Conditions in various colonial possessions throughout I 
:;, 
II 
ij the world were discussed from all angles. Then the present I ! 
I 
:
1
1 
colonies were compared with life in the American colonies in the \I 
ii 11 
il seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The present motivated the~l·,,i 
I! 
1jpast in this unit but it was no.t dropped at this point. Through; 
\1 !\ 
1!out the study of the topic, the present was used to make compari~-· 
II 
\I sons •. A present problem related to the history topic culminated i 
lithe unit in the form of a panel discussion and class discussion. ·, 
11 
I 
;! 
·I 
" 
·I 
A tenth-year class in world history in the high school at i,\ 
li 
with current affairs by :
1
1 
historical force help li 
\!Deming, New Mexico integrated the course 
I' 
!)organizing it around the theme "Did this 
! 64 ~ 
~~ un£taor divide mankind?" Each period in world 
ill ! 
2. !.Q.!S., P• 97. 
3· Ibid., p. 142. 
64. Ibid., P• 146. 
: ~ 
history was 
ij 
'!I 
!I 
analyzed in terms of this question. In order to reach conclu-
sions, the students looked for the effects of each historical 
force as they existed in the world at present. For several 
days at a time the class woul4 study the historical forces of 
the past, and for an almost equal amount of time they would 
,, examine present manifestations. 
:.\ 
The course in Modern History at Brattlebora, Vermont was 
organized so that a current approach to the daily class period 
65 
was always possible. In studying the period of the French 
Revolution, the class began by considering the problem "What 
causes revolutionsj!'. They looked for the causes of recent 
revolutionary changes in government throughout the world •. 
During the period observed, students considered the recent 
:j 
il 
.[ 
'I 
'I 
'il 
;I 
'! 
'·I 
ft 
if 
![ 
,, 
rl 
II 
II 
revolutions in Latin America, the causes of the French Revolu- ';\ 
il 
,r 
tion, a comparison between the French and American Bevolutions11 
and the part that excessive taxation played in both.. The stu- tl 
:j 
dents 1 attention was brought back to the present by challenging!/ 
,, 
remarks concerning present problems of taxation in the United ll 
States. The committee comments that this type of lesson re-
!I quires brilliant, stimulating teacher leadership and able stu- ii 
[! 
dents.who are able to do this type of abstract thinking. '.I :I 
I :I Current affairs in a core curriculum.~- The core curricu- :: II 
.I 
lum or integration of many subjects in the study of a problem li 
II 
., 
,, 
•I 
:r 
was found in operation in many cities, especially on the West 
coast. In the Santa Barbara, California schools the core 
II ~6-5 .~I-bi-d-.-, -p-p-.-14 7-148 •. 
:r 
!I 
II 
il 
I 
I 
I, 
!: s'f"']]l 
1/ ·. •I 
j• 
are expressed as problems common to the life of the pupils. l 
66 il 
A fewN:::~c;:a::oble::wf:: :::r:::::rG::~s;:::::l:::~ude: !I 
ii What Are My Responsibilities in a Democracyf 
'i !i :~: Tenth year: How Can We Learn to Learn? ~" 
,i How Can We Make Our ·school More Democratic? r .. !I 
11 How Can We Take Our Places in the Community 
'i il 
\I 
, Eleventh year: What Can We Believe? :1 
i: By What Codes Shall We Live? !,'!· 
Why Do We Believe in Democracy? 
How Can We Understand Our Science-Centered : .. '.1 
World and Live Securely in it? 
Twelfth year: By What Means Are We Attempting to Keep II 
Our Country Democratic? !1 
How Can Business be Improved? ,j 
What Should We Do About Conflicts Between \1 
Capital and Labor? ~ 
How Can We Live at Peace with Other Nations 
1 
How Shall We Plan for Marriage and the Kind / 
;i of Home We Want? 11 
:j The time spent in core classes decreases as the child grows i.'l 
,. older so that by grade twelve one hour is spent in core class 
q II 
11 with the rest of the day devoted to the development of special \I 
ji !I 
1.1 interests and abilities. !i 
1: Current affairs in the general education program.-- It was I] 
'·i !I 
:1 found in the survey that many schools in Colorado were organ-
11 i! :1 
ilized on a general education or unified studies program. The ;1 
'1i unified studies program is based on problems that are likely to il 
II ;I 
ii be closely related to the immediate needs of the students. All \1' 
II, . 
!j subject matter boundaries are transcended in this type of study.ll 
1
1 !I li A few £yp1cal problems which formed the junior high school pro- ':I 
il :i 
i' !1 
·i 1,( 
i\ 66. Ibid., p. 100. i' 
.I 
!I 
'I 
i[ 
!I 
II 
•: 
61 
!r gr&Dl.Sat II !I 
t: 
'il 
the College High School, Greeley, Colorado include: 
lf 
I' :I 
1. How does College High School influence my behavior? 
2. How does my home influence my beha~ior? 
3· How can I improve my learning? 
4. How can one purchase goods wisely? 
-!I 
il ,, 
!i 
:I 
!! 
:i 
II 
H 
!I 
5· How does commundcation affect people? 
6. How does what I believe influence 
1· How do industrial methods affect people? 
8. How do people live together? 
9. How does our her1~age affect our everyday living? 
10. How bas the development of man affected individuals? 
I) A broad area program,_ cutting across traditional subjects, 
" !I whether it be known as a core curriculum, unified studies,_ 
!'! 
'i general education or some other name is organized so that cur-
l! 
J[ rent affairs form an integral part of the student 1 s studies. 
q 
IJ I, 
Current affairs and civic action.-- The New York Times 
! !I jl survey describes many sporadic examples of student participatio~ 
II in community discussion groups and community activities. For 
[i, 
!i the most part, these students are representatives from school 
't II 
~~political clubs, debate clubs, and other such extra-curricular 
[
1 
groups. Concerning civic action as a result of current affairs 
I· 
I\ in the classroom, 
I 
1fpaigns and aid to Europe drives. There were numerous examples 
most activity centered around election cam-
i 
! 
i 
I 
II 
\ 
I 
ll 
!' 
!I 
! 
if 
11 of classes which helped to get out the 
d 
il Outside of these events, the committee 
vote at election time. J 
concluded that 11 • • • •. onlYi 
II ! 
:ja few schools have been able to develop programs for student 
il 68 
I 
I 
il j, action which goes beyond study and discussion." 
d I -
!! At the Abraham Lincoln High School in San Jose, 
ll 
,I 
!I ~6=7 .~I~b~i~d-. -, -p-.~103. 
1
1
68. Ibid., p. 183. 
!I 
i 
California, !1 
I 
} 
·~ ' 
II 
il 
!i '89 )! 
students take an active part in community affairs, not only as !( 
also as lj 
!I 
A sen- !i 
representatives of student organizations and clubs, but 
69 
a result of disc~ssion and planning in the classroom. 
!I 
ior problems class, after studying the lighting situation on a \1 
street in their town where there bad been an increase in acci- il 
I' 
d II ents, decided to do something about it •. Every resident on the !I 
street was approached to sign the petition for improvement wh1c1 
was then presented to the Mayor and the City Council. Also in il 
San Jose, during National Safety Week, students rode the buses II 
': and delivered talks on traffic and safety •. 
!I 
'I 
!i 
,, 
,, 
!; Use of current materials.-- In the classrooms visited, the 11 
il ' 
11 committee discovered a significant relationship between adequat1J 
\1 'I 
11 materials and effective teaching. More student interest, bette, 
II 
i! informed classes, and more intelligent discussions with wider I 
i,l participation were found where a daily newspaper and current 
!I 
A typicall~ 
!, 
issues ~~om weekly and monthly masazines were used. 
poor situation consisted of traditional classroom standardized ll 
seating arrangements, occasional use of the blackboard, materi- 1\ 
ala limited to a school weekly news periodical with some news i,l 
II The be at si tua- 1, 
!I 
;, clippings brought from home, and a textbook. 
rl 
'I 
'!! 
[[ tiona observed consisted of classes using current materials 
,, ' 
!I i', such as audio-visual aids, a daily newspaper, and adult perio- j) 
,, 
:, 
·,; dicals. 
:I 
il 
i! 
" !I most 
il L 
,. 
,, 
The one source of information on current affairs used al-
everywhere was the school weekly especially edited for 
1! ..... 69-.-I-b_i_d-. ,-p-.-184. 
il 
\l 
!I 
!I 
II 
'I 
!I il 
I' 
,I 
·*= 
students •. Four out of five teachers using the "current events 
day" method of teaching based the lessons upon articles in 
~ 70 these classroom periodicals.. In approximately 80% of the 
("\ classes where "current events day" was observed, the topics 
for discussion were articles in the classroom perioA+cals, 
lj 
11 
regardless of any relation to other classroom work.. As the 
paper arrived once a week, so current affairs was taught at 
7~ 
that time.. Typical comments by the teachers were: 
"We can't teach current affairs today because the 
paper~ ha.sn' t arrived •. " 
"We used the paper yesteeday, and so we won't have 
current events again until next weak." 
cals in order to secure their circulation figures. 
that were obtained are listed as following: 
Civic Education Service publishing: 
The Amer16an Observer 
Weekly News Review 
The Junior Review 
il 
II ~-,.,.-~--~ 
1.:, 11 70 • ill9:.. ' p. 1~ l. 
71. ~., P• 90 
72· ~·· 
:i 
:1 
'I !I 
f! 
:I 
il 
':1 
i1 
·oo·· . ' 
1\ The Young Citizen 
:
1 
The Ciyic Leader 
:i Combined circulation of these publications is more than a 
ii <: million copies per week." 
,, 
!1 
d 
:I 
il 
Scholastic Magazine publishing five magazines has approx-
imately 1~053,000 subscribers in 25,000 schools. 
II 
,, 
:I 
il 
II 
II 
The New York Times "School Weekly" has a total circulation i 
of approximately 32,000 copies per week sent to approximately 
720 schools in the metropolitan New York City area." 
The Herald Tribune "History in the Making" distributes 
approximately 25,000 copies each week. 
The specially edited papers were found to be highly popu-
1llar with both teachers and students. The teachers liked the 
it 
:I 
i\ supplementary teaching aids and the easier administrative work 
!! 
j) of ordering one set of papers instead of a variety of publica-
:itions. The simplicity and shortness of the articles appealed 
,, 
il 
1) to the students. 
il The schools doing the most outstanding ~ob in the use of 
ll 
!Jaudio materials were the ones having the necessary equipment 
il 
11 and facilities such as radios in the classroom, recordings, 
'I transcriptions of broadcasts, public address systems, and school! 
'i I ii or city FM stations. The following cities were doing out stand- 1/ 
!ling work in current affairs programs either on their own school 
1 
II il or city FM radio stations: Atlanta; Philadelphia; Rochester, ), 
i/ New York; Cleveland; Detroit; Chicago; New York City; and Madi- :1 
ll 'i li son, Wisconsin. il 
ll ij i! The most popular use of visual aids was pictures, maps, 'i 
II charta, and the preparation of bulletin board exhibits. From i! 
!!their survey, the committee received the impression that al-
ii 
1,! though progress was being made in the use of visual materials, 
)! 
!I 
I 
il 
II teachers were not using them enough and to the fullest possibil-1 
il itv. 
•I J ji 
il Conclusions of the New York Times survey.-- With very few 
·I 
ii 
· exceptions, the teachers and administrators throughout the 
United States encountered in this survey believed firmly that 
current affairs should be taught. At every school visited some 
il effort was being made to give pupils an awareness of what was 
II 
'I II going on in the world. Schools may exist that do not provide 
II li any instruction in current affairs but they were not observed 
I! q 
lj by the committee. However, there was found in many schools and 
!I 
'1 i ~~ classrooms an apparent confusion about the purposes and place o~ 
l1 current affairs in the school program and the course of study 11 
1.'
1
1 At present there is a wide gap between what teachers are tryi~ il 
:1 II 
!1 to do in ~rrent af'f'airs and the underlying purposes of such i 
~~~ teaching. ~~I 
1,11 " it 
" The commit tee does not approve of the current events day" I! 
:1 II il where current affairs is isolated from other learning expert- [J 
ij ences and taught as a separate subject. The classroom news 
I 
I weekly took the place of the textbook on 11 current events day" 
I ~ "' I. 
\,by setting up the topics for current affairs study in the manner!\ 
II of traditional textbook teaching. It is recommended that if 11 
1
1 courses of study suggest these weekly papers for current affairsil 
I i I aeaching, they further suggest the use of SllPPlementary materi- II 
[I ala. Becaaae ;.o:t their overstandard.ization in preparation and 
I! use,, the specially edited papers lessen the teachers' as well 
ij 
il 
" 
,i ~-=-~---~ I 73. l:bid., p. 94. 
I 
!i 
!I 
as I 
I 
the students' initiative and creativeness.. II 
The caliber and content of current affairs teaching depend~ 
in the last analysis upon the teacher. An alert, interested, 11 
and enthusiastic teacher can stimulate pupils in developing !I 
;( critical thinking and democratic behavior with the most meager 
:1 classroom aids, while the finest and moat varied instructional 
!I 
:1 materials would be practically useless in the hands of a dull 
!! 
!I and uninterested teacher. It was found that the majority of 
II 
:[ teachers did not fully understand the real purposes of current 
!i il affairs teaching, holding the view that its main purpose is to 
d 
:I keep :::i::~:::6:6:::::a w::: ::::::h a s6para te lea son in :1 
:: :1 
!1
1
. current affairs may foster the learning of facts, such a pro- !I 
I I 
\I cedure does not necessarily enca~getthe_:more important devel- \ 
tl opment of democratic attitudes and civic behavior.. The greates~ 
ii ! [i problem at the senior high school level is to avoid the once a ii 
l\ .i 
\! week teaching of facts and to make current affairs an integral !\ 
iipart of the whole study of society. The committee recommends 
\jtbat the selection and treatment of current affairs topics 
:I 
!I 
:: should be determined by the relation to the course of study. 
i.i 
ilcurrent issues of great significance should also be studied 
;! 
!!whether or not they have a direct relationship to the regular 
ij il material. The most successful classes in current affairs were 
1\ 
!I those where the issues 
! ~ 
arose naturally from the problems being 
'i pstudied in the regular class work. 
:! 
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The committ~e comments, 
il 
!I 
I i! 
!I 
'I 
" 
I 
!I 
!I 
il 
I' I II 
li 
il 
)i 
'I 
:, 
!I 
,, 
!I 
II 
I. 
i 
I 
I 
I 
i 
il 
II 
II 
I! 
il 
II 
'.! 
it II 
II p 
il 
,I 
II 
. ii 
i! 
'I 
II 
!! 
"In the best schools current affairs teaching has 
graduated from the one-day-a-week summary of the weekly 
school periodical and the five-or-fifteen-minute round-
up of the news (local, state, national, international!) 
to the level of active pupil participation in a program 
which gives current ~ffairs an integral part in the en-
tire school curriculum •. " 
In such schools it was found invariably that pupil interest 
extended beyond the classroom into community activities. 
!I 
·! 
i 
[I 
I 
I 
I 
:I 
California Council for the Improvement of Instruction, I 
I 
Stanford University study •. -- This survey, sponsored by Stanford I 
I 
University, deals with the classroom practices of teachers who 11 
li 
were members of the California Council for the Improvement of !I 
II 
Instruction, a group of teacllers using current materials to the\ 
I 
I 
utmost in their classes. Teachers belonging to this group be- ! 
I lieve that current affairs must be an integral part of the stu-! 
75 I 
dy of history. Kinney s'r.s, "Social and techaical achieve- I 
menta of the past, the great literature, and the recorded his-
tory of mankind have meaning primarily as they relate to the 
present." The regular course of study is followed but from a 
specific pQtnt of view. All problems begin with the present; 
'1i information concerning related past events is gathered and 
I' 
thenj 
i 
i an interpretation is made of the information. 
I 
II 
I' 
The Council classes organize the units of study as prcrb-
1 lema containing several phases. During the planning period, 
11, 
there is an overview of the problem with some activity to mo-
ll.! 
Plans for research are organized 
II -
! 
i\ tivate and develop interest. 
1 with emphasis on pupil planning and committee work. The class- I 
75· Lucien Kinney and Katharine Dresden, 
!, 
Better Learning Throu~~ 
ass, atanford 1949,p:ii, 
I' 
·I 
II 
94 
room is considered a laboratory during the research period whenll 
I 
I data is col~ected by individual and group work. The objectives! 
i 
are to understand the problem by acquiring ability to present 
, and appraise data and outline possible solutions. The culmin-
ating activity is the activity for which the research is prep-
aration. It is the focus for the research and appraisal of 
1j possible solutions of the problem. The evaluation period con-
ii 
ii ii I 
sists of self-evaluation by the class and evaluation by the !i 
1i 
'I 
teacher. The students review their own procedures and identifyii
1 
,i 
their weak points for revision. The teacher notes student pro-
1
! 
'I 
grass, locating problem cases as well as those with special ;i 
'I :, 
! 
abilities to help distinguish and provide for individual differtr 
II ences. 
J! lj 
:I 
:I 
il 
I 
,I 
II 
I! 
ll 
II 
il 
:I !I II 
:i 
I' 
II 
!j 
;I 
:I 
li 
'I II ;I 
II 
76 
Kinney in discussing classroom procedures says, "Ho one 
1
1 
I 
visiting the classes can fail to be impressed by other improve-If 
menta in the learning situation-- greater pupil interest, ini-11 
tiatiye, and leadership, and wider use of democratic procedures~" 
A democratic atmosphere is stressed with student respons1b111tyll 
in planning and class leadership. Attitudes of responsibility \1 
are developed as the pupil feels that the projects and activi-
ties are important to him and that he is personally making a 
11 
:I 
'I ~ I 
I! contribution. A pupil expressed her opinion on this point, 
:I 
ii 
i! 
'd 
!J "All these special assignments give us a chance to learn by 
.I il ~ )I doing, emphasizing that education is 
II 
1: 76. !l2!9:·, p. x. 
ii 
I' ,I 
I 
a process of learning, not
1
i 
!I 
:I 
lj 
'I 
!j 
!I 
!I 
. 95 
77 
process of teaching." I ii 
The current materials used in the Council classes include !/ 
not only newspapers, periodicals, pamphlets, recordings, and 'I !I 
!i 
films but also outside speakers and field trips that utilize !I 
community resources. The basis of the currant affairs approach!! 
in these classes is the relationship of current issues to the 
p subject matter of the course. 
A description of a class in the Bakersfield High School 
i! 
li 
'I studying a 
!r 1s 
11 proach. 
•' 
.; 
unit on labor and management i~lustratas this ap-
Each student brought into class for discussion a 
!i written summary of local newspaper material dealing with busi-
li 
!f ness. They read the business and finance section from several 
\\ 
!j I' different periodicals, summarizing at least one article. A 
!I [! film of the National Association of Manufacturers 11America 
d 
I! Yesterday,. Today, and Tomorrow" was used to illustrate the 
I' 
!I changes in our way of living a~d the contributions of industry. 
II 
:r 
il 
II 
\I 
:! 
i! The students then did research on the organizations that exist i
1 
i· il 
Jl to protect and further the interests of the businessman and the !I 
Ji industrialist. A longer range assignment, about two weeks, was )J 
If ,, 
lj devoted to the labor question. The students followed the daily !I 
i.[ newspaper for information concerning strikes, gathering materia~\ 
i[ on both sides of the question. Appropriate parts of the text il 
I ',I 
11 ware studied when questions were raised concerning the back- :1 
1
.1 !I 
'I 
1
1
77 •. Ibid., p. 162. l! 
l,l, 78. Ibid., pp. 13-14. !i 
II 
,t 
.96 
li 
r= 
II 
il 
/1 ground tsf the labor movement and past conditions. 
'I I 
The local 
II 
H 
:r 
:I 
li 
!J 
H 
II 
:r 
•' p 
labor problem of migratory workers was analyzed with the aid ofl 
a map prepared for the bulletin board showing seasonal crops 
! 
II 
!I 
I 
I 
and migratory labor. One committee did research on the organ- i 
,, 
ii 
:I 
izations protecting the farmer and labor interests. For the 
culminating discussion,, the class was divided into three sec-
;! 
r: tiona. Two members from each group formed a panel and led dis- 111 ,, 
il 
11 
,\ 
:I 
II 
:I 
;i 
\: 
I! 
cussion on questions defined by the sections. Evaluation of \ 
the unit waa provided by data measuring historical information 
as well as the understanding of current events and issues •. 
Using the current afrairs approach as basic, current materials 
supplanted but did not replace the textbook. 
7 .. The Teaching of Contemporary Affairs 
in Connection with American History il II il 
For a two year period, 1946-1948, fifteen teachers in !j 
" li 
l/ Florida and Pennsylvania acted as an experimental group in an [J 
il approach to history called Democratic, Action-Centered Educa- !,;;li 
1: 79 il tion (DAC). Peters, the director of this group, in describ- :,11' 
1
1 80 
!I ing the basic thesis says, •• ••••. getting educated involves 1 .. 1
1 !I 1' 
1 getting practice in action for action, instead of merely accu- ;j 
ii mulating bodies of information with the hope that somehow in il 
l
i'! the future this information can be drawn upon for useful appli-il 
il 
ij cations. •• Developing democratic attitudes and civic behavior ii 
:
1
,
1
!;1 79 •. Charles c. Peters, Teaching High School History and Social l,l, 
':,I Studies for Citizenship Training, The University of Miami, ,
1
•
11
! 
Coral Gables, Florida, 1948, P• 15. 
li 80. !12!S·, p. 10.. !i 
\'1 ',i 
I, 
i! 
II 
II 
il 
.$7 
I 
I, 
11 by an emphasis on pupil planning and democratic procedures in 
!11 the classroom were a basic timet of this group •. The teacher 
i' 
11 took the lead in class discussions at the beginning of the 
il course, but student leadership and planning were practiced as I 
lr 
11 soon as possible, the teacher becoming a member of the discus-
11 sion group, offering guidance whenever! necessary., 
l1 ,, 
II American history was approached in vertical units through 
I, 
Jiproblems that the pupils felt bad to be solved. The starting 
1 point was always some present problem needing remedial action 
and the relevant history was made to focus on the solution of 
I 
/I this problem. The idea of action for 
l'llems discussed was at the core of the 
the solution of the prob- 1
1
. 
program. The typical pro-
1 I 81 
jJ cedure in studying a unit was: 1) a relatively brief prelimi-
\\ nary discussion of the issue to set the problem; 2) an investi-
1 
I gation of the historical evolution of the institutton through 
I 
!American history touching upon the highlights, the pupils or-
! 
I ganizing their information largely through oral reports to the 
I 
/1 class; 3) a vigorous discussion around the theme "Where do we 
J\ go from here?'~. The unit was summarized in some effective 
jl manner to point up the emergence of the pl'obllem, its present 
II status, and the main proposals of the pupils for solution. 
I Democratic procedures in the classroom were emphasized by 
having student chairmen and group work covering various aspects 
82 
of. a topic. Peters says of this procedure, 
ll81. ~·, P· 12. 
j'82. Ibid., P• 34. 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
il 
II 
il I 
" i' 
·I I ,[ 
I) 
!. 
!i 
ii 
'I ii 
i,i 
·I 
li 
:I 
;,/ 
il II 
"The principal advantage of the practice of having 
each~pupil, alone or as a member of a committee, take a 
particular phase and report on it is that he then has a 
real motive for trying to make a good report; for he is 
serving the group by telling the members something they 
would not otherwise know. Experience has shown that, in 
time, students can develop the ability to do the job very 1
1 
well, and such attainment in achievement and in motivation~ 
is very valuable for participation in democratic societies1l 
Alternatives to this procedure were basic reading by all fol:- 1
1 
l 
I lowed by critical group discussions, sociodramas, and occasion-! 
al contributions by the teachers. !1 
~ I 
The DAC method (democratic, action-centered) believes that/,11 
teaching means allowing pupils to practice life behaviors ra-
ther than the more conventional concept of teaching subjects. 
83 
Peters strongly assets this viewpoint, 
i 
"It is not the business of any public school teacher i 
to teach history; it is his business only to teach pupils-
that is, to get them practiced in the behaviors of effec- ! 
tive living. Such practice in bebavors always looks for- ! 
ward; if it goes back and traces up:the past, that is onlyi 
for the purpose of definitely converging past events upon !I 
programs of action for the ~ture •. " i, 
- ,, 
National survey on th8 teachin5 of United States histor~.-1 
The bast available material concerning the teaching of Ama~-
ican History throughout the nation is a survey made for the i[ 
84jl 
school year 1946-1947 by the United States Office of Education.jj 
The sample used in this study included 501 of 23,947 public il 
11 high schools randomly selected proportionate to race, type of ![ 
\I \) school, and size of school. Of these 501 schools, 449, or 
[i 
,, 
II I "ll:'83~.--=I~bi':""":d~.-, -, p-.--=72. 
I 
84. Howard R. Anderson, Teaching of United States History in 
q Public High Schools, Bulletin No. 7, Federal Security Agency-
!! Office of Education, Washington, D. C., 1949. 
it il [i il 
ii 
!' 
I 
.99 
'i 1!89.6%, provided the information requested. Data from this sur-
i!vey revealed that almost all courses in United States history 
~ ~ 
!/make provision for current affairs instruction. In more than 
'I 
i!half of the courses in American history such instruction takes 
:! 
!lplace during a regular class period each week. Even when cur-
11 
ll 
:!rent affairs are not taught on a regular day each week, the ten-
11 
j)dency is to allot about 20%' of the total tiiletto this phase or 
'I 
lithe work. 
'i 86 
The following table reports the findings of this 
\\vey: 
fi 
'! Tea chin of current affair in 
I 
il i\ When instruction was provided Percentage distribution 
!t 
il 
il or 
i\ J~~~o~~(153) 3=~~~~1~~~66) I 
i[ I !On a regular day each week •••••• •.. 59·5 53.0 I !~requently, but no regular day •• •.. 35·9 45.1 ll.l 
!fo instruction •••••••••.•• • • • • • • • • • • 4. 6 1 •. 9 I, I 
!,·I !I II " !i 8. Summary of Contemporary Affairs Teaching !I 
!\ in Public Secondary Schools 1 
:1 I 
!! The conclusions reached concerning the teaching of contem-
,, I il : 
lforary affairs were derived from analyzing representative course, 
!! I jPf study in the social studies, from articles in educational per~r 
11 !1 lpdicals, from textbooks 4)n the teaching of social studies,~ from 
1 \~urveys and accounts of experimental groups using current affair~, 
I. I 
i$.nd from p:ersonal observation and conversations. It was found i 
II '\ !~hat much of the material referred to what ought to be, rather : 
/1- ! 
\~ban what now exists. Advocating objectives of current affairs , 
!I 1:1 ~5· Ib1d.' p. 15· II 
=¥=· Ibid., p. 16. 
li teaching and suggested procedures was prevalent in the educa-
il 
I 11101 
:1 tional literature and courses of study. 
! Two general viewpoints were clear from the evidence --
,: 1•), emphasis on past events with current issues used incidently 
I 
or in no related manner to the historical material; 2) empha~is / 
:I 
on the understanding of current issues with past events used to\) 
1 
give better understanding of the present. Current affairs l 
if ! 
i[ taught once a week, or 20% of class time, was the most preva- 1 
I I ii lent method used. Another method also widely used was the fre- 1~ II il quent, but no regular day attention to current issues. The l 
I 
:: latter method includes the 
I' 
I 
' 
allocation of some time each day de- I 
I 
Although the United States Office of jl ti ii voted to current affairs. 
ii i 
indicatioq ii Education found these methods prevalent, there was no 
It 
I! of the relationship of current affairs teaching to the regular (i 
:1 curriculum. 
ii ,, 
The Office of Education survey indicates the char- :\ 
il acteristic practice of a "current events dayn or teaching cur- (I 
jj rent issues in isolation from the material of the course. This !
1
1 
H 
1
1 I L 
'! survey, although not covering all the public secondary schools, I! 
;! found the lack of teaching of current affairs rare. The writer jl 
,I 
'd I 
il believes that the Office of Education survey of ncurrent affairs 
II 
II would prove to be a misnomer in many cases, with the actual 
l! 
[!"current events" or review of the aews of the week the more pre1 
j! ~alent practice. 
II 
Current affairs or contemporary affairs, as 
!l the 
li 
terms are used in this paper, means more than a summary of 
'•I 
:1 the news of the week. Rather it is a deeper and broader treat-
!i 
1,1. 
ii ment of significant current issues, preferably with relation-
t:hs t>')11 U n rver$ rty 
Schoo4 of Educat&on 
Library -
" 
" 
li 
il 
" It 
'I 
II 
it 
il 
il 
II 
I• 
I 
I 
II 
II 
The second general viewpoint, emphasizing the present ,j 
;i 
rather than the past, was found in social studies classes where ll 
'I 
current affairs was an integral part of the teaching. This II 
viewpoint was also dominant in the core curriculum and unified 
studies classes where consideration of present problems was a ! 
'I 
basic part of the course. Sporadic descriptions of such classe# 
87 ~ 
'I 
were found in the literature. The very large circulation of il 
specially edited papers for students, devoted largely to re- il 
i 
'' views of the news, would seem to indicate that integration of I 
I current affairs with the curriculum and courses with current 
affairs as basic material is a far rarer practice than the 
prevalent "current events day''. However, there was no data 
or other evidence of the extent of this practice from the 
:; 
,, sources used to make this survey.-d 
1,1, 
;j 
il 87. See pp. 90-91. q 
il 
II I. 
il 
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., 
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CHAPTER IV 
EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHIES UNDERLYING THE 
VARIOUS WAYS OF TEACHING CONTEMPORARY AFFAIRS 
The obj'ect of this chapter is to analyze the educational 
philosophies that underlie the various ways of teaching contem-
porary affairs. The teaching procedures will be considered in 
terms of the following philosophies: perennialism as reaction-
ary, essentialism as conservative, progressivism as liberal, 
and reconstructionism as radical. The major ways in which ; 
.J 
schools have dealt with the problem of teaching contemporary li 
affairs as revealed in the survey (Chapter III) are: 1) lack of i/ 
rl 
contemporary affairs teaching; 2) consideration of current af- i· 
I 
I\ fairs for a few minutes at the beginning of each class; 3) a i 
II " " ) : i\ current events period once a week; 4 incidental treatment of II 
11 
current affairs where appropriate tn('a social studies course; 1 
li t 11 5) current affairs as the basis of a course; 6) integration of I 
;: current affairs and the regular course with emphasis on currant I 
il ' 
11 issues; 7) the considered and deliberate use of current affairs / 
) _I 
il so as to strengthen and implement a social studies program basedj 
1
!\ upon- direct civic participation by the pupils. 
I· 
I 
I 
In some cases the analysis of the particular educational 
! I 
, philosophy underlying current affairs teaching is not clear cut.j 
I !
1 
This may be due to differences in the materials used and the 
!I i! approach used. 
:I 
Thus a class using. traditional materials but 
!!practicing democratic procedures such as pupil planning, activi-
H 
:ity groups, and student leadership would be considered more pro-
d 
ligressive than traditional. The great influence of the teacher's 
:: 
liattitude and personality must again be emphasized as an inter-
" iiested, ambitious, and alert teacher can make individual class-
ilroom situations totally different from an overall pattern.. What 
!I 
ifay be a traditional procedure concerning materials and methods 
'i 
!Fy most teachers, can be a very different one when directed by 
,, 
ila. capable, enthusiastic teacher •. 
!I 
ij Lack of contemporary affairs teaching.-- There are some 
!I l1schools in the United States where there is no consideration 
I 
i jgiven to the teaching of contemporary affairs, although such 
r, 
llsi tuations are rare according to the sample survey conducted by' 
.. 1 II 
!lthe United States Office of Education.. The writer assumes that i 
ilsuch courses would be organized chronologically with emphasis on I 
!bast events. American history, for example, would consist of I 
:1 I 
!.~emorizing and assimilating the facts of the past. Development 1 
!lor critical thinking and civic behavior would probably not be II 
![ II 
iistressed in such a course. :1 II :, 
·I 
il :! The lack of any contemporary affairs teaching i~dicates the j! 
:roderlying influence of the perennialist philosophy. Perennia- i 
t~ism denies the importance of cultural references. Training of 
he intellect rather than behavior and attitudes is stressed. 
ndividual differences are not emphasized as perennialists be-
i· • See PP• 99-100. !f• See pp. 15-21 •. 
ii 
II 
i 
liave that human nature is universal. The babi ts an4 studies 
that will develop the intellect are more important than indi-
vidual interests. Disciplining of the mind is the foremost 
purpose of education according to the perennialist philosophy. 
i A trained mind can be put to use in adult life when the stu-
1~ 
I 
dent is out of school. Perennialists are most concerned with 
I 
the intelligent individuals who can learn specialties and con-
II 
'I 
\I 
tingencies or the dynamic aspects of present society at the 
university level. 
Study of contemporary affairs is not compatible with per-
ennialist philosophy because this philosophy is concerned with 
knowledge rather than opinion. Thus controversial issues, with 
diverse opinions as its basis, would not be sympathetic with 
perennialist universal principles of knowledge. Perennialists 
\
1 
are not concerned with meeting the problems of our present dy-
j\ namic culture directly and actively but instead retreat into 
11 the ancient and medieval past where the roots of the philosophy 
~~lie. 
i 
1 The lack of teaching contemporary affairs in secondary 
school, with perennialism as its underlying philosophy, is re-
actionary in our present dynamic culture. In such classroom, 
I 
II 
I 
youn~ people, most of whom do not go on to higher learning, re- l1 
I 
ceive no training in keeping informed on current issues. Syste-1 
I 
matic coverage of past events is primary but training in demo-
cratic citizenship is neglected. Under these conditions the 
major objectives of social studies teaching are not fulfilled •. I 
I 
• 
Consideration or contemporarz arrairs for a rew minutes at 
the beginning or each class.~- The procedure or devoting some 
time at the beginning o~ the regular class work to current af-
fairs, usually consisting of a summation of the most recent e-
vents, appears to be a prevalent one. The United States Ofrice I 
of Education in its survey concerning the teaching or American 
history round that current arrairs was taught as a part of this I 
course by 45.1% of the high schools questioned "frequently, but 
3 
no regular day." This survey did not indicate if there was 
any relationship of current issues to the regular curriculum. 
4 
One instance of a class using this procedure shows a student 
chairman leading the discussion of the most important recent 
events •. The teacher determines the length of the news discus-
sion and if there is no current issue or importance to consider,1 
i' the class continues with the regular history material. 
II 
II The procedure of treating current arfairs ror a few min-
ll utes at the beginning of each class is a conservative one, and 
in the writer's opinion, bears a relationship in general to 
5 
essentialist philosophy. While this procedure does give atten-
tion to current issues, the approach is uaually brief and super-~ 
ficial. The main emphasis or the course t.s the":~tudy or past 
1 events. Student leadership of such class discussions 1s.,not 
I necessarily the rule. 
I 
1
3· 4. i( See p. 100. See pp. 75-76 •. See pp. 21-31. 
Instead, the teacher would probab1y lead 
I 
II 
I 
I q 
II 
I 
I 
I 
' i 
I 
i 
this discussion in a recitation, •uestion and answer method. 
Even where there is student leadership, the time for consider-
ing current affairs is so brief that little student activity 
and participation could be expected. Essentialism emphasizes 
the maintainance of transmitted cultural patterns. Conserva-
tion of the cultural heritage, including its institutions and 
values is a basic premise of essentialism. Thus a course where 
contemporary affairs is considered only briefly, with primary 
attention devoted to the past, adheres to the basic prihc1ples 1 
of essentialism •. 
While the various techniques of teaching contemporary af-
fairs cannot be catagorized without exception, a general im-
pression of the procedure that is based on some educational 
philosophy can be noted. Essentialism, taken as a whole does 
not emphasize the use of problem solving although one group, 
the realists, advocate this method. Realists place more em-
phasis on the content of knowledge rather than the development 
of attitudes while idealists are concerned with individual dave -
opment in a spiritual vein.. Thus current affairs, considered 
for a few minutes at the beginning of a class emphasizes co-
i vering the content of recent news rather than the development 
I 
I 
[I 
I 
of attitudes of Judgement concerning the relation of past e-
vents or the emphasis of critical thinking to affect the pre-
sent and future. The teachi.:t:: in using this method of instruc-
1 
tion in current affairs aeta as a mediator between knowledge orl 
current events and the students. This learning situation .
1
1 
I 
1.0~ 
stresses the learning of the facts with the teacher responsi-
ble for seeing that students assimilate the knowledge. 
The primary emphasis of this type of current affairs in-
struction, which actually is current events instruction or a 
summation of the news, does not encourage civic behavior.. The 
school reports and consolidates any social changes made, ratherl 
than leads social change. Present society is reflected and ' 
past society is revered. 
The weekly current events period.-- The teaching of cur-
I 
I 
rent affairs on a regular day each week was found in 53% of the 1 
high schools questioned by the United States Office of Educa-
6 
tion survey. Many methods are used including panel discus-
sions, quiz programs, Town Meeting discussions, individual re-
ports, and teacher led discussions. Some classes use the con-
7 
versation or informal discussion technique. The New York Time1 
survey of current affairs teaching found a persistent pattern 
of the one day a week current events period with widespread use 
8 I 
of specially edited papers for pupils. Current affairs was I 
taught in this weekly period with no relation to what the pupil 
had been studying the rest of the week.. The widespread use of 
the specially edited papers fostered their utilization as a 
current events textbook with teachers relying on the recitation 
method to cover the weak's news. 
6. See p. 100. 
7. See pp. ~4-75 
8. See pp. 82-84, pp. 90-91. 
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The writer believes that essentialist philosophy in most 
instances underlies the once-a-week treatment of current af-
fairs. The social studies course although giving attention to 
the dynamic changes in our culture primarily emphasizes the 
past. The specially edited papers or current events texbooks 
reenforce the traditional recitation method where the teacher 
is the mediator between knowledge and the student. The news 
in these papers has been refined and presented in a simplified 
form for student use. It narrates what has occured most re-
cently in world events. These papers often present opposing 
viewpoints but are not noted for presenting and advocating 
changes in society in which the school, the teacher, and the 
students take an active paru. 
I 
I 
In some classroom situations, problem solving in the form 
of student discussion groups may take place. Here the realist 
branch of essentialism underlies the procedure with their advo-
cation of the scientific method and the problem solving approac • 
The methods used in the weekly period might belong to the pro-
gressive philosophy when group work and problem solving are use • 
However, such instances are not the majority practice. It will 
be recalled that ar~icles in educational periodicals describing 
such procedures describe unique situations. Most often,: they 
are the ideal, not the general practice. Thus the weekly cur-
rent events period, in general, empbas1zaa::.:acquiring the facts 
of recent happenings. Social change is retlelted rather than 
!09 
actively encouraged • The school reflects the society., 
Incidental treatment of current affairs.-- Current affairs 
II I 
rl ,, 
is used in an incidental fashion whenever appropriate to the 
mater~al being studied or as basic material for a special skill~ 
unit. When current affairs are used incidentally in a course,ll 
there is an attempt to integrate current issues when appropri- jl 
ate to historical or ther material. History, for example, is I 
made a continued study, with reference to the present situation 
of the issue studied. Knowledge of the present, as well as 
interest it may awaken in the student is given attention. The 
use of the incidental consideration of current affairs may be 
merely the teacher's reference to the current situation. It 
does not necessitate the student's continued awareness of cur-
rent issues or use of current materials such as the daily news-
paper, weekly and monthly periodicals. This procedure of using 
contemporary affairs may involve special pupil reports or group 
work. Current affairs is sometimes used within a course as the 
basic material in a skills unit. This unit can be carred out 
in an isolated manner or integrated with the course material. 
The wrtter believes that the incidental use of contempor-
ary affairs has essentialism largely as its underlying philoso-
10 
phy with some aspects of progressivism. The basic premise 
of essentialism -- transmitting the cultural heritage is still 
paramount. The course is organized primarily for the study and 
emphasis of the past. However, the present culture is recog-
nized and used when appropriate. From conversations with 
9. See P• 71. 10. See PP•· 21-31, PP• 31-41. 
j teachers, personal classroom observations, and reading of the 
I 
I 
I 
: 
II 
'literature, the writer believes that when current affairs is 
not used as a basic approach in a course, it is generally used 
only incidentally by the teacher. Teachers use this method in 
varying degree and emphasis. Usually the emphasis of such in-
cidental treatment of current affairs is to gain additional 
knowledge rather than to develop attitudes and behaviors. The 
incidental technique of utilizing contemporary affairs usually 
does not encourage students to take part in civic activities 
and social reform. The consideration of present issues makes 
history more meaningful to the students. 
crease their interest of present events. 
It may develop or in-1 
I 
The use of current affairs as the basic material for a 
skills unit helps to develop critical thinking. Pupils are 
I· 
encouraged to do independent thinking and solve problems. This J' 
type of -approach has progressivism as its underlying philosophy 
Contemporary affairs as a separate course.~- Contemporary 
affairs as the basic approach to a social studies course may 
be part of a core curriculum p1an, a unified studies concept, 
1 
or a- course wuch as the Program of Information on World Affairs 
Under these conditions, consideration of present problems is 
basic.. The various types of programs based on current affairs 
depend in~arge part upon student interests and participation. 
Various topics in the course of study are revised to meet stu-
l11. See pp. 69-70, p. 84. 
I 
II 
II 
II 
I 
dent needs and interests. As aanre&speets of a problem are 
studied, group work representing different committees are pro-
vided for various interests of the students. This type of I 
i' d 
approach emphasizes the problem solving or experimental method.!! 
II Current materials, including newspapers and adult periodicals 
I are used as the basis for information and development of cri-
tical thinking. The study of present problems used in such 
classes cuts across subject lines.. Material from history,, 
geography, government, economics, and sociology is used when-
ever appropriate. 
In the writer's opinion, the educational philosophy of 
progressivism underlies the teaching of contemporary affairs 
as the basis of a course.. The present, as the basis of the 
course, is approached by problem solving. Activity by ihdivi-
dual and group work is the primary method of this procedure. 
Individual interests and needs are recognized and satisfied by 
dividing the reports and research so that each individual works 
on the aspects of a topic in which he is aoat interested. This 
I. t 
I 
e courages attitude and behavior development through the sol-
ng of problems. Progressivism emphasizes an •XPerience-cen- 1 
red curriculum in which all subjects and materials necessary 
t solve a problem are utilized. The continual interaction of 
individual and his culture is particularly apparent in the 
c re curriculum program and unified studies plan. All aspects 
\ of the present culture that relate to the problem baing studied 
I 
:I 
\I 
! 
I 
al"'e considered. 
The teacher in such classrooms acts as a gUide giving 
s~ggestions to the students whenever necessary. He does not 
1 d~minate the class by commands, lecturing, or excessive use of .
r~citation. Student partipation in group discussions, panel 
\ d scussions, and Town Meeting discussions are encouraged to 
d~velop independently thinking individuals. 
As students debate controversial issues and criticize 
a pacts of society, the school fulfills a role, advocated by 
p~ogressives, of an independent critic of the status quo. 
t1ough plans for social reform may be discussed, there is no 
active attempt to pu~ them into practice. Any social progress 
is an indirect or incidental outcome of instruction. Courses I 
lir which contemporary affairs 1s basic stress individual devel-
otment rather than social reform. 
Contemoorarv affairs as an inte~ral part of a social studie~J 
I co~ae.-- In this approach, contemporary affairs is an integral 
I 
1
1
\ part of the subject matter receiving as much and in many cases 
,, 
II moire attention than historical material. In a history course, 1 
I II 
\ contemporary affairs used in this fashion could be used as a 
cu~mination of the topic or as the starting point for historical 
12 
st~dy. The study of Phes~nt3issues and their historical back-
grpunds is often carried on in student committees. All types 
12, See pp. 66-68, PP• 84~86. 
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I 
II 
current materials and resources are used for information. The 
classroom is regarded as a workshDP or laboratory with students 
working on problems that most interest them. The democratic 
atmosphere of students working together, all contributing to 
the solution of a problem was most effectively illustrated by 
the experimental classes of the California Council for the 
13 
Improvement of Instruction and the classes of the Democratic, 
14 
Action~Centered Education program •. Developing democratic 
attitudes by practice in the classroom with student planning 
and leadership was characteristic of both groups. 
The teacher using this method of integrating current af-
fairs with the course does more than guide the class in intel-
ligent study of current issues. This type of course is success 
ful only in the bands of an extremely capable teacher, one who 
is alert and enthusiastic and willing to let the students help 
in the planning and leadership •. 
The writer believes that contemporary affairs teaching 
that is an integral part of a course is based upon the pro-
gressivist philosophy. The basic tenets of the progressive or 
activity school are embodied in this type of current affairs 
teaching. Attention is primarily focused on the present with 
current problem issues receiving paramount study. Current af-
fairs is given depth and breath with the inclusion of pertinent 
historical background. The past is used to clarify pr.1•n~ 
114 
issues. 
The problem solving method is used to discover conclusions 
or tentative conclusions to problems as well as to develop the 
technique of problem solving. Initiative, self-reliance, and 
independent thinking are encouraged. Thus attitude and beha-
vior training, important concepts in progressive thinking, are 
put into practice where contemporary affairs is an integral 
part of the social studies course •. 
I Student particiapt1on based on individual needs and inter- I 
, eats is encouraged by a teacher who considers himself a guide 11 
1
1 
rather than a taskmaster. The individual is respected and aide 
to develop his potential. Teaching pupils is more important 
I 
15 
than teaching a subject to a progressive teacher •. 
Follvwing progressive philosophy, students and teachers 
II freely criticize society whenever necessary.. Plans may be sug-
·.l gested for social and political reforms, but more attention is 
I given in practice to individual development than to civic actio 
I The deliberate use of current affairs so as to strengthen 
I and implement a social studies program baaed upon direct civic 
! 
I 
1 participation by the pupils.-- Contemporary affairs, taught so 
I . 
I ~s to encourage direct civic participation by the pupils, not 
:
1 only includes individual development, but also stresses putting 
civic behavior training into actian. Classroom procedures atres 
!!student p1anning, participation, and leadership •. Individual 
I 
j differences and needs are recognized by various tasks and areas 
I 
15. See P• 99. 
:US 
I 
of study to accomodate all interests. The activities of such 
classes do not remain in the planning or suggestion stage, but 
/ extend into community activities and social reform. The New 
i 
I 
I
I 
I, 
I 
York Times survey found students active in community groups 
such as church organizations, service clubs, international re-
lations clubs, community chest, and March of Dimes. 
numerous examples of students active in election activities and 
aid to Europe drives, the committee found that only a few schoo s 
have been able to develop programs for student action that ex-
16 
tends beyond the discussion and planning stage. 
The Democratic, Action-Centered Education program stressed 
17 
the planning of action for present problems needing change. 
Although democratic procedures and planning solutions for pro-
blem areas of society were~~baistc,. there was no indication in 
the report of this experimental group of specific civic action 
I undertaken •. 
I Several articles describe classes that have acted to alle-
viate needy conditions in their communities from discussions 
' 18 
and plans carried on in the classroom.. Students took parttin 
projects to repatr toys for children's hospitals, help clean II 
and repair houses in slum areas, and organize petitions to cor- II 
I 
rect poor street lighting. In Holtville, Alabama, student::in- j 
i tiative and efforts led to a complete change of the community •. II 
16. See PP• 88-89. 
17. See pp •. 97-99. 
tB. See PP• 73-74. 
I 
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From a poor farming community without many modern conveniences, 
students started a community wide project to install. electri-
city and plumbing, build a refrigeration plant, and slaughter 
house and modernize many of the rural homes and structures in 
the community •. 
In the writer's opinion, contemporary affairs taught in 
1 such a manner that civic action is carried out, is based in 
,, 19 I 
,I 
j many aspects upon reconstructionist philosophy. This philos-
i ophy, still in a formulative stage, offers suggestions for 
I 
I 
school organization that are merely suggestive, therefore are 
not expected to be found in practice.. Classes that use contem-
porary affairs to encourage direct civic participation by the 
pupils do not follow reconstructionist thinking to the letter. 
However, reconstructionist emphasis on social dynamics and put-
ting plans for social reform into action, are characterizedcby 
such classes. Reconstructionism draws heavily upon progressi-
vism with emphasis upon student activity and problem solving. 
It goes further than progressivism by stressing and implementin 
by social action the kind of theory that progressivism suggests. 
Group activity in the experience-centered curriculum is basic 
to reconstructionist thought. Thus in the classes described, 
students working as a group carried out beneficial civic activ-
ities. In contrast to progressivism, reconstructionism consi-
~ ders the group more important than the individual, and the re-
sults of the experimental or premlem solving method more impor-
19. See pp. 41-49. 
ll? 
tant than the process. Similar to progressives, reconstruction 
ists believe that knowledge is derived from experience with no 
absolute truths. Additional evidence and proof can change 
knowle4ge, thus making it dynamic. 
While classes using contemporary affairs to implement its 
basic objectives do not set up a plan for all of society as 
reconstructionism suggests, they usually use the procedure of 
social consensus. This process included evidence seeking, 
communication of results, agreement as to action. In addition, 
reconstructionists require that decisions be transmitted into 
action. Classes using the civic action technique in studying 
contemporary affairs are based on reconstructionist concepts 
of integration of preparation for the future with learning in 
the present and extending learning activities into participa-
tion in community activities and social reform. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. Ptirpose of this Study 
The purpose of this study is to determine what kinds of 
I educational philosophy underlie and are fundamental to, either 
!I 
!I II 
II 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
expressly or by implication, the teaching of contemporary af-
fairs in the secondary schools. 
2 •. Major Terms~;; Used 
issues, and situations that are significant to society as a 
whole. These issues and problems are persistent ones of out-
standing contemporary importance .. 
1
1 Current events •. -- Current events, used in contrast to con-
jl temporary affairs,,: aBe the more ephemeral and non-discriminate 
!·news of recent occurence. 
! 
Educational philosophy.-- Educational philosophy is that 
part of a formalized system of philosophy that can be applied 
to education •. It includes beliefs about re~lity, knowledge, 
values, learning, and relation to the culture •. 
Perennialism.-- Perennialism, as a reactionary educational 
philosophy, relies upon "first principlesn and absolute truths. 
~19 
" 
It aeals with contemporary issues by using solutions similar 
to those of past cultures. 
Essentialism,-- Essentialism, as a conservative education-' 
al philosophY, is primarily concerned with transmitting the 
cultural heritage with all its ideals and institutions. It 
solves contemporary problems by developing behavior in conser-
ving rather than in changing the status quo. 
Progressivism.-- Progressivism, as a liberal educational 
philosophy, is based on the experimental or problem solving 
method. By stimulating independent effective thinking, criti-
jll cism of the status quo is encouraged. 
II Reconstructionism.-- Reconstructionism, as a radical edu-
j cational philosophy, has as its basic tenets group dynamics and 
active participation in social reform. Reconstructionism seeks 
to change the status quo, not only in education but in all of 
society as well. 
3·- Method and Materials Used in this Study 
The study of"the teaching of contemporary affairs was made\ 
I by surveying courses of study, educational literature, publisheJ 
i accounts of surveys and experimental groups, textbooks on socia 
I studies teaching, and from classroom observations and conversa-
tions with social studies teachers and supervisors. Material 
concerning the educational philosophies was found in primary 
and secondary sources. After describtbg the educational philo-
" 
sophies and the survey of contemporary affairs teaching, the 
predominant methods and approaches for teaching contemporary 
affairs were analyzed in terms of the educational philosophy 
underlying their teaching •. 
4. Practices Used in Contemporary Affairs Teaching I 
Contemporary affairs teaching as revealed from the materi-1 
als listed above is based upon two general viewpoints: 1) em-
phasis on past events with current issues used incidently or in 
no related manner to other b!storical material. 2) emphasis on 
the understanding of current issues with past events used to I 
give better understanding of the present. The three particular\ 
methods used most widely were: 1) onee a week teaching of cur-
rent affairs, in reality current events teaching with no rela-
tion to the regular curriculum; 2) attention to current events 
for a few minutes at the beginning of each class; 
treatment of contemporary affairs; Other methods 
3) incidantal 1
1 
ij 
used and foun~l 
i sporadically were contemporary affairs as: 4) the 
j: basis of a \I 
part of a course; 6) the basis for en-\j course; 5) an integral 
\: couraging direct civic participation by the pupils. 
5· Educational ~bilosophies Underlying 
the Various Ways of Teaching Contemporary Affairs 
The analysis of the educational philosophies underlying 
the ways of teaching contemporary affairs was a subjective one, 
based on the writer's point of view concerning the evidence of 
such teaching and the educational philosophies described. 
:I 
lr 
II 
!I I. 
li 
!I j! 
Few minutes at thfi beginning of each class.,-- The under-
lying educational philosophy of this practice is primarily 
'I 
essentialism. The past and transmitting the cultural heritage I 
is emphasized. I 
Weekly current events period.-- Essentialism largely und~~ 
I lies the once a week treatment of current affairs, as study of 1 
the past is primary. Specially edited papers for school use I! 
are used as current events textbooks, reenforcing the tradition~! 
al recitation method. II 
Incidental treatment of current affairs.-- The incidental 1 
use of contemporary affairs has essentialism largely as its 
uDderlying philosophy with some aspects of progressivism. The 
past is emphasized with the teacher usually making occasional 
reference to current issues in his teaching. Incidental use of 
. current affairs may be in the form of student reports and com-
mittee work. The latter activity belongs to the progressivist 
school of thinking. 
Contemporary affairs as the basis of a course.-- Progres-
sivism underlies this procedure •. Individual.needs and interest 
are recognized in the various activities characteristic of this 
type of course. dtudents feel free to criticize the status 
quo and make suggestions for social improvement. 
Contemporary affairs as an integral part of a course.--
Progressivism also is the predominant philosophy underlying thi 
method of teaching current affairs. Problem solving, student 
activity, attitude and behavior training, all important concept 
122 
in progressive thinking, are put into practice." 
Contemporary affairs used to strengthen and implement a 
social studies program based upon direct vivic participation 
by the pupils.-- Many· aspects of such teaching, according to 
the writer, are based on reconstructionism. An experience~ 
centered curriculum,: involving problem solving, is the main 
concept that reconstructionism draws from progressivism.. In 
addition, this procedure makes fundamental group activity and 
civic action for social reform •. 
Lack of contemporary affairs teaching.-- The complete 
ignoring of contemporary affairs in a social studies course 
belongs to perennialist thinking.. The past, and only the past, 
is considered important.. With no reference to the present cul-
ture and emphasis upon training the intellect rather than train~i 
ing in behavior, this procedure fulfills the basic tenets of 
perenn1.alism •. 
5· Conclusions 
According to the evidence used in this study for the sur-
vey of contemporary affairs teaching and the interpretation by 
the writer of the underlying educational philosophies, the most 
widely used practices are derived from essentialist thinking. 
The past is emphasized with the teacher dominating the class-
room in most cases •. 
The less prevalent practices -- using current affairs as 
the basis of a course, as an integral part of a course, and to 
implement a social studies program based upon direct civic 
participation by the pupils, are based on progressivism and in 
some cases reconstructionism. This information leads one to 
conclude that in a majority of cases, contemporary affiars 
teaching is taught in a traditional manner, without student 
planning and leadership. The social order is reenforced by 
the school rather than criticized and changed in moat cases •. 
The writer believes that the present widespread practices 
of teaching current affairs in isolation to the regular course 
material and in a traditional manner stultifies the training of 
independently thinking citizens and so is detrimental to dem-
ocracy. The writer advocates the teaching of contempQrary af-
fairs either as the basis of the course, as an integral part of 
the course, or as the basis eor civic action depending upon 
which of the social studies subjects is being taught. Emphasis 
upon the present, training in the formation of democratic atti-
tudes and behavior, and civic action for social reform are en-
dorced by the writer. The writer believes that change is nec-
1 esaary in the prevalent practices of encouragement of memory an 
!1 lack of concern with genuine understanding in regard to the ma-
il jority of contemporary affairs teaching. The writer suggests 
I increased and continued emphasis on fulfilling the objectives 
,, 
b of current affairs teaching in a democratic way by teachers' 
groups and professional organizations. Suggestions should con-
~ tinually be made concerning methods and materials that can and 
have been used. It is impossible to force the teacher to use 
democratic procedures by encouraging student participation,,, 
II 
1124 
II 
II 
I 
planning, and leadership.. It is the individual teacher, in 
the last analysis, that is responsible for the kind of contem-
,., porary affairs teaching that is practiced •. 
J 
I 
I 
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